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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Modularization is a strategic approach that allows for flexibility and cost reductions thanks to the 
redesign of Product, Process and Knowledge Architectures in such a way that variety can be 
leveraged and economies of scale, scope and substitution are achieved.  
Within the service industry, modularization approaches appear more challenging, due to the human 
nature of services and the unclear delimitation of process modules that, in theory, do not allow for 
the full exploitation of modularization strategies. 
 
Management consulting services represent one of the current major service industries, which have 
been growing almost undisturbed in the past century. The reason for this is due to the opacity of 
such services, which protects the industry and fuels the commonly shared perception of consultants 
as people who know best, keeping the business model unchanged and subject to slow innovation 
rates. However, in light of the current economic, social and technological challenges, consulting 
services need to redefine themselves both at a strategic and operational level. In fact, some authors 
argue that consulting services will have to face a shift towards modularization strategies, in order to 
increase competitiveness whilst keeping costs under control.  
 
This project aims to uncover the theoretical linkage between management consulting services and 
modularization, in order to understand whether such businesses already hold in nature the potential 
for the exploitation of modularization. To do so, consulting services are analyzed through the lenses 
of knowledge management and mass customization.  
Knowledge management and mass customization are relevant concepts in the industry: the former 
represents the core activities and systems set up to deliver the end service, which is precisely 
knowledge; the latter is the ultimate strategic goal pursued by consulting companies.  
Both theories are also conceptually connected to modularization. Knowledge management is the tool 
to implement codified and standardized knowledge domains (a pre-requisite for modularity), while 
mass customization can be achieved through modularization techniques.  
 
From the analysis of the consulting business model and processes, the following results can be 
derived. First, the strategic advantages of modularity are recognized as coinciding with the 
traditional consulting model. Hence, the paper states that at a strategic level modularity and 
consulting services are one. Then, knowledge intensity is confirmed through the analysis of business 
processes under the knowledge management perspective. 
Moreover, thanks to the study of the most common mass customization implementation methods, 
consulting services are confirmed as highly mass customized and, given the strategic modularity 
specified above, also in theory are able to pursue the modularization method depicted by the mass 
customization analysis. 
Finally, modularization is tested at a structural level through the understanding of the consulting 
architectural management and the degree of modularity. Architectures are proven ready for 
modularity, thanks to the confirmation of the modularization pre-requisites within the industry. The 
degree of modularity is measured as high thanks the study of Customer Closeness. More empirical 
and quantitative tests are, however, strongly recommended. 
 
From the results obtained, it appears that consulting services will not face a shift towards 
modularization approaches, but rather that they are already embedded in their nature. Instead, the 
focus of both researchers and managers should be towards an understanding of the degree of 
modularity and the development of ad hoc models and frameworks to help consulting companies in 
exploiting such inner potential. Under a theoretical perspective this study confirms the suitability of 
modularization theories on the service industry by providing an example of a service industry where 
modularization is not only applicable, but also part of the intrinsic business model.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
Modularization theories have been gaining more and more attention during the previous 

decade, especially thanks to the potentially unlimited advantages in the product industries. 

In fact, due to market turbulence (Pine 1993) and uncertain demand conditions, companies 

seem to struggle between the need for maintaining low development and production costs 

while achieving flexibility. Many industries, such as automotive and computer to name the 

most popular ones, have already taken advantage of modularization approaches and 

implemented advanced engineering and design techniques with the purpose of increasing 

variety within product ranges and satisfying a large number of individual preferences. This 

is possible thanks to mass customization, which represents not only an organizational 

strategy, but also the result of intense successful modularization approaches.  

Modularization and mass customization theories have proven beneficial in a number of 

product industries, and have raised recent theoretical interest also in the service industry 

context. Since the service industry is rather peculiar, due to features such as the unclear 

delimitation among processes, the high involvement of people, timings involved in the 

production/delivery of services, and the servitization of products trend (Wilkinson, Dainty 

and Neely 2009), modularization studies on services have been limited to specific case 

studies or scenarios. Nevertheless, service modularization and the consequent mass 

customization hold some proven potential in industries such as banking, financial services 

and insurance, where customers are nowadays able to mix and match components of the 

service obtaining tailored outcomes at low costs.  

A business field that is interesting under the modularization perspective is the management 

consulting services industry. Management consulting services represent one of the major 

service industries and became crucial precisely thanks to the market turbulence and 

uncertain demand trends, which impose companies to focus on the core business by 

outsourcing whatever is not considered a source of competitive advantage. Therefore, 

clients seeking advice on this matter, as well as organizational, technical, legal, financial 

etc., issues, prefer to turn to professionals in the field to tackle the problems whilst keeping 

the focus (and the internal resources) on their own core business.  
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Management consulting services are the focus of this research, in particular with regards to 

the understanding of modularity within the sector. It appears, indeed, that consulting 

practices already take advantage of modularization techniques with the aim of precisely 

pursuing a mass customization strategy.  

Interestingly, in 2013 an article on the Harvard Business Review titled “Consulting services 

industry: on the cusp of disruption” introduced the challenges that the traditional business 

model is facing along with a prediction about a future shift towards more modularized un-

bundled consulting services. Hence, this research demonstrates the relevance of knowledge 

management and mass customization theories with regards to management consulting, and 

derives from this theoretical discussion the linkage with the modularity topic.  

 

 

1 CONSULTING SERVICES INDUSTRY: ON THE CUSP OF 
DISRUPTION 

 
 
As pointed out on the October 2013 issue of Harvard Business Review by Clayton M. 

Christensen, Dina Wang and Derek Van Bever, what has made consulting services so 

successful is the opacity surrounding them. Clients have no instruments to initially evaluate 

a consulting services firm if not brand, reputation and social proofs, and once the solution 

recommended is implemented the evaluation of the results is still very difficult because of 

all the variables involved in the process (management practices, organizational culture, 

human resources, financial resources available and so on). Opacity has also protected the 

overall industry from disruptive changes or introductions, maintaining the business model 

and the market shares almost untouched (Christensen, Wang and Van Bever 2013). 

In the same article, the authors however express some concerns regarding the future trends 

of the industry and threats to the business model.  

In fact, customers start to realize that the high bills are sometimes not justified by the final 

solution deployed and more importantly they are not accepting as much as they used to the 

lack of control derived from complete disclosure of information, occasionally matched with 

average responsiveness by the consulting firm. Under the technological perspective, 

knowledge becomes now easily accessible and sort of democratized (Christensen, Wang and 

Van Bever 2013), so clients seeking advice do no necessarily need to always turn to 
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professional services since they are able to gather data and information faster and at a lower 

cost.  

The Harvard Business Review October 2013 issue represents the basis for the upcoming 

discussion on modularization of services for the following reasons: 

1) It points out the disruptive trends in the consulting services industries, giving a 

future prospect of what the industry will look like in the medium-term; 

2) It underlines the reasons behind the above-mentioned trends, taking into 

consideration technological innovations, disruption theories, productization theories 

and, most importantly for our discussion, modularization theories; 

3) It predicts the shift from integrated solutions to unbundled, modularized single 

services, to be aggregated and dis-aggregated according to the specific client and 

business case. 

4) It introduces the diversification of the industry following the service modularization. 

 

As it will be discussed in the next section of the paper, product modularization strategies are 

increasingly popular and successful when it comes to the need for greater speed to market, 

lower development costs and market differentiation. With regards to modularization of 

services the scenario becomes more complex due to the introduction of unstable human 

variables and processes that prevent from objective evaluations and measures.  

The consulting services industry, as a professional service industry, represents a good 

example and a good basis for a discussion on service modularization thanks to the 

knowledge management centrality and the relevance of people as core assets. Furthermore, 

management consulting services belong to the broader category of Knowledge Intensive 

Business Services (KBIS), which are characterized by the joint creations (customer and 

service provider together) of new knowledge (Brax and Toivonen, 2007).  

As discussed in the above-mentioned article, the consulting services industry is shifting 

towards a more modularized and unbundled business model, but according to the article this 

is a change that is about to happen gradually and slowly. Then, it becomes especially 

interesting to try to understand whether the organizational implications of service 

modularization strategies in terms of business processes and structure represent the future or 

more interestingly the current scenario. 
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2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
 
The main research objective under analysis is to provide an understanding of the linkage 

between management consulting services and modularity literature.  

The research question to address is the following:  

Management consulting services: does the industry already benefit from modularization 

advantages? A descripto-explanatory study under the mass customization and knowledge 

management perspective 

This project primarily follows a pragmatist philosophy, namely the researcher in question is 

external and adopting multiple viewpoints and perspectives (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 

2012) in order to answer the research question, which represents the most important 

determinant of the ontology and epistemology of the research.  

Ontology concerns with the nature of reality, namely how the researcher sees and interprets 

the world (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 2012). The two main ontological positions on the 

spectrum are objectivism and subjectivism. Considering the object of the study 

(management consulting services) and the nature of such business field and of the research 

question, a pure ontological choice seems rather limiting. Epistemology, on the other hand, 

regards what is considered acceptable knowledge in the field of study (Saunders, Lewis and 

Thornhill 2012). For some researchers, quantitative and statistical data might be the most 

relevant, whilst for others qualitative resources might be the key to better address the 

research question. In the case of this project and this specific research questions, different 

kinds of knowledge could be considered acceptable, ranging from empirical analysis to 

theoretical ones.  

Pragmatism allows the researcher to accept variations in the ontological and epistemological 

themes (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 2012). Thus, it seems appropriate to address the 

research question in a pragmatist manner.  

The approach adopted is primarily an inductive one. Inductive approaches are particularly 

concerned with the context in which data are collected and analysis is conducted (Saunders, 

Lewis and Thornhill 2012). Data and environments are analyzed first and then a theory will 

emerge. This means that for this project data have been collected first, and a theoretical 

explanation has been developed consequently.  
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The purpose of the study is descripto-explanatory, namely the research combines descriptive 

elements with the study of relationships and casual links (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 

2012). The research strategy adopted consists in a mix of grounded theory and archival 

research, whilst the data collection techniques utilized is qualitative in nature. The choice of 

grounded theory as a strategy reflects the need for a thorough literature review, but with 

continuous reference to data (in this case the management consulting services context). The 

typology of data collected is documentary secondary, with the aim of benefitting from 

advantages such as the comparative and contextual nature of such data and their permanence 

(Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 2012).  

 

 

2.1 Structure of the study and operational research questions 
 

The study is divided into four macro-areas.  The first one is the Introduction, which 

introduces and defines the field of study by providing the inspiration that has driven the 

research and the methodology adopted to prove the results. The second macro-area concerns 

the literature review and the frameworks necessary in order to move on to the Analysis, 

which represents the third macro-chapter. The Literature Review section is divided into 

three main sub-topics, which reflect the three theoretical areas that provide the basis for the 

Analysis, namely Knowledge Management, Modularization theories and Mass 

Customization theories.  

Provided the literature foundations, the Analysis macro-area focuses on the depiction of 

management consulting services as a whole, meaning analyzing and identifying features, 

trends and challenges of the industry, before moving on to the analysis of consulting 

business processes and linkages with the three above-mentioned theoretical sub-topics and 

drawing the conclusion.  

Also, the Conclusion chapter includes future predictions in the light of the analysis and 

suggestions for further research topics. An Appendix containing visual representations the 

understanding and the reading is attached at the end of the study.  
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It is necessary now to decompose the main research question into different operational 

research questions in order to understand the reasoning behind and the structure of the 

research paper.  

The first component of the research question to take into consideration is the literature 

review. Literature about product modularization and degree of product modularity is 

abundant and quite developed, while literature about service modularization and case 

studies (except for traditional examples such as financial services) is rather limited. This gap 

is mainly due to the fact that services hold much higher degrees of complexity and 

specificity than product industries. Additionally, the relevance of the people variable in the 

processes adds uncertainty. Hence, measuring and defining modules, components and 

component interfaces is more challenging compared to product industries. For these reasons, 

a literature review of both product and service modularity becomes necessary in order to 

fully grasp features, advantages and limitations of modularity. 

Instead, the topics of Knowledge Management and Mass Customization have been 

introduced due to the strong connection with the value proposition offered by management 

consulting services.  

To structure the discussion, the following operational questions regarding the literature 

review are presented: 

• What are the characteristics of knowledge management and what is the relevance for 

management consulting services? 

• What are the features and advantages of product modularization and what are the 

differences with service modularization? 

• What is mass customization and why is it a driver of competitiveness? And what is 

the connection with modularization? 

 

The analysis section of this research paper is interested in describing and analyzing the 

historical consulting services business model and the current challenges that are potentially 

threatening it. With regards to the depiction of business models, historical development and 

business processes, the analysis has been conducted by collecting documentary secondary 

data from industry reports, scientific papers, journals, and by consulting archives and 

databases. Additionally, as a source of data regarding the organizational structure and 
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current trends, the websites of the so-called Big Three consulting companies (Bain & 

Company, Boston Consulting Group and McKinsey & Company) have been consulted. 

To structure the second part of the project, the following practical questions regarding the 

analysis and conclusions are presented:  

• What are the historical features of management consulting services and what is the 

business model generically implemented?  

• What are the current threats and challenges to the traditional business model? 

• How can the internal processes be described and what are the practical operational 

implications for knowledge management and mass customization? 

• Where is it possible to observe modularization strategies and for which purpose? 

• And finally, are management consulting services already taking advantage of 

modularization strategies? And if so, how can future theoretical and empirical 

research help in defining and improving processes and outputs? 

Throughout the research paper, all these questions will be addressed and answered, with the 

aim of filling the –only– theoretical gap between management consulting services and 

modularization theories.  

 

 

2.2 Limitations of the study 
 
This study is purely theoretical and therefore it is missing empirical proofs and evidence. 

The reason leading the choice of a purely theoretical research is due to the fact that it 

appears that management consulting services already take unconscious advantage of 

modularization theories and what is missing is a theoretical linkage between practice and 

theory.  

Another limitation of this paper is the generalization of management consulting services as 

an industry. As it will be discussed, one of the primary characteristics of the service industry 

is the difficulty in categorizing and generalizing to the variety of services existing and their 

case-based and human nature. Within management consulting services many variations 

exists, not only in terms of typology of services offered, like financial consulting, human 

resource consulting, marketing consulting, technical consulting etc., but also in terms of 

size, from boutique consulting companies to the popular Big Three strategy consulting 
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companies (i.e. Bain & Company, Boston Consulting Group and McKinsey & Company). 

Therefore the discussion cannot be taken for absolute and directly applied to all the contexts 

without a proper adjustment.  

 
 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

1  KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AS AN ORGANIZATIONAL PRACTICE: 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND FRAMEWORK 

 

1.1 Introduction: definitions and theoretical framework 
 
We briefly define knowledge as the process through which different pieces of information 

are connected, made sense of and understood (Griffiths and Remenyi 2008). In other words, 

we consider data as information without a context and knowoledge as information (data in a 

context) with casual links and connections (Griffiths and Remenyi 2008).  

Knowledge can be identified as tacit or explicit. Tacit knowledge relates to individual 

intuitions, past experiences, perspectives and values and it is strictly connected to the 

individual’s direct involvement into the context (Lahti and Beyerlein 2000). Transferring 

and sharing tacit knowledge is difficult because it is a result of a voluntary action and not 

always easy to communicate and express in words.  

On the other hand, explicit knowledge holds the potential of being codified and transmitted 

more easily and, by being codified in tools such as books, archives, reports etc., the value 

has been understood and accepted (Lahti and Beyerlein 2000). 

Within the business environment, knowledge represents the “know how”, “know why” and 

“know what” of the organization, plus the “care why”, namely the complete understanding 

of information and processes, crucial in order to properly evaluate and potentially reuse the 

resulting knowledge (Lahti and Beyerlein 2000). Explicit knowledge is expressed through 

internal documentation, accessible via intranet systems or databases, while tacit knowledge 

is mainly shared through personal interactions and networking activities.  

The relevance of knowledge sharing within a corporation is reflected by the focus on 

knowledge management as an organizational practice. In fact, knowledge management 
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represents the systems and activities through which firms are able to, as a first step, create 

and share collective insights and experiences, to then combine them with external sources of 

knowledge, with the final goal of using this acquired knowledge to solve business problems 

(Griffiths and Remenyi 2008). 

Knowledge management includes processes and systems such as knowledge generation, 

knowledge representation, knowledge accessibility and eventually knowledge transfer or 

sharing (Lahti and Beyerlein 2000). Knowledge generation is the system in place within the 

organization which helps towards developing, creating or even adopting new-to-the-firm 

knowledge. It is tied to the organization absorptive capacity and to the internal 

organizational learning policies in terms of transforming tacit knowledge into explicit 

knowledge (Lahti and Beyerlein 2000). Knowledge representation is the consequent next 

step, and it embodies the transformation of knowledge into tools and documents that 

represent a potential benefit for the firm and the employees in solving business problems 

(Lahti and Beyerlein 2000). Knowledge accessibility regards all those activities and systems 

that allow knowledge to be easily accessibile to people (Lahti and Beyerlein 2000). For 

instance, training activities within the team or with higher management levels allow 

employees to get an understanding of practices, methods and tools used to solve a specific 

problem, including organizational culture. Computer systems support knowledge sharing 

and accessibility of documentation, reports, databases, statistics developed in different 

departments or even geographical locations. Networking events and activities foster 

personal interactions and put in contact people from different backgrounds or positions but 

with a common interest, helping in creating a network of useful contacts which might 

become crucial to gather knowledge and information not immediately available through 

digital systems.  

The last component of knowledge management is knowledge transfer, namely those 

activities, policies and systems dedicated to the diffusion and sharing of knowledge, not 

only within the organization but also with external actors such as suppliers or customers 

(Lahti and Beyerlein 2000). As an example, a firm which manufactures physical goods 

needs suppliers of parts and raw material who acknowledge the standards and specifications 

required by the buyer, and it is up to the latter being able to share knowledge and 

information with the former, either by providing documentation and data, or by arranging 

face to face meetings and trainings. Also customers might play a crucial role as recipients or 
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providers of knowledge. They could require the company to disclose knowledge about the 

product being manufactured (or the service being delivered), or they could expect some sort 

of involvement in the manufacturing process itself, by expressing their needs and 

preferences about the functionality or the aestethics of the final output.  

In fact, as expressed by Quinn (1992), the most successful firms are those that are 

considered “intelligent enterprises”, meaning those ones which have the ability to transform 

human intellectual assets (from both internal and external sources) into product outputs.  

 

 

1.2 The Knowledge Intensive Business Services (KIBS) industry 
 
One of the industries where knowledge plays an essential role is Knowledge Intensive 

Business Services (KIBS). KIBS can be identified as professional entities with the main 

focus on knowledge creation, dissemination and accumulation (Huggins 2011). The two 

main categories of KIBS are traditional professional services, which rely on social and 

institutional knowledge, and technology based services, that rely on technological 

knowledge (Huggins 2011); primary examples for traditional professional services are 

management consulting and legal services, among other services like marketing and 

accountancy. The technology based services are relatively young and relate to the 

development of computer based activities; examples are engineering services and software 

design. 

KIBS represent one of the fastest growing sectors in the most advanced economies and by 

combining tacit and explicit knowledge they provide customers with services that also help 

them in generating their own knowledge (Huggins 2011). In other words, knowledge 

represents the competitive advantage of Knowledge Intensive Business Services as well as 

the actual final output. The main features of KIBS are the intense client participation in the 

projects which is also continuous throughout the entire service delivery process and the 

intangibility of the output, leading to conditions of uncertainty in terms of forecasting 

activities and perfomance measurement (Miozzo and Grimshaw 2005). This continuous 

interaction between client and supplier might also become dangerous when it comes to 

innovation rates, due to the inevitable asymmetric information and arising conflicts, 

paralyising the innovation development process and focusing the attention on contracts and 
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relationship management (Miozzo and Grimshaw 2005). In fact, as it will be explained later 

on, innovation management for management consulting services (a major category of KIBS) 

is an especially delicate matter not only due to the continuous interaction and cooperation 

required by the consulting project under analysis, but also due to upcoming obsolescence of 

innovation management practices which focus on the addition of new practice areas rather 

than on the creation of innovative delivery processes. In other words, in the case of 

management consulting services, long term loyal relationships between clients and 

consultants are often fostered by introducing new specialized skills and areas of expertise 

rather than innovating the relationship itself and figuring out new ways to overcome the 

information asymmetry situation. 

Returning to Knowledge Intensive Business Services, the recent fast development of the 

KIBS industry is mainly due to the growing importance and diffusion of Information and 

Communication Technologies (ICTs), combined with the need for outsourcing what is not 

part of the core business (e.g. legal services among the most common outsourced services). 

In fact, nowadays competitive conditions are constantly changing, making the 

product/service life cycle shorter and shorter while customers’ demands increase, resulting 

in the need for organizations to focus their attention only on their own competitive 

advantage whilst outsourcing whatever does not contribute to the core business.  

When it comes to KIBS, however, outsourcing is a more delicate matter: in fact, it is not just 

a matter of externalising some functions, but outsourced services are completely different in 

terms of processes and practices from the in-house ones (Miozzo and Grimshaw 2005). 

When some kind of knowledge is outsourced, boundaries between the client and the 

provider are not always that clear and continuous communication is necessary, while 

uncertainties in terms of final output must be taken into account (Miozzo and Grimshaw 

2005). 

To summarize, the Information Revolution depicted by Porter and Millar in the 1980s with 

the development of information processing and portraying Information Technology as a true 

competitive advantage fueled the growth of KIBS industries and trends (Huggins 2011). 

Basically, nowadays corporations are competing on knowledge rather than on more 

traditional resources like capital and material assets (Taminiau, Smit and de Lange 2009).  

On top of all, globalization and localization play a crucial role in creating clusters of KIBS, 

especially where primary sources of knowledge and innovation (R&D departments, 
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universities, governments) are located and where highly qualified labour is available 

(Huggins 2011).  

The clustering trend is especially relevant when it comes to networking activities and 

requirements. In fact, sometimes acquiring knowledge externally is less expensive than 

adopting, learning and understanding it internally (Huggins 2011). Furthermore, specific 

knowledge is not always available locally and it needs to be acquired through offices in 

different geographical locations and conditions, explaining the reason why major companies 

are usually dislocated in many different regions and areas.  

 

1.2.1 The relevance of knowledge transfer within the context of Knowledge 
Intensive Business Services (KIBS) 

 
Within KIBS, knowledge transfer and sharing is especially important. The process of 

putting data into context and then understanding the underlying information and producing 

knowledge is part of the business model and the final output.  

However, knowledge transfer is not free of risks and difficulties. There is a trade off 

between acquiring and sharing knowledge and then protecting the company from imitation. 

Moreover, the net effect on the performance of a specific task of acquiring and then reusing 

knowledge is not necessarily always positive (Haas and Hansen 2005). For example, in a 

study on a situated performance perspective, Haas and Hansen recognize that in the case of 

a management consulting sales team bidding for a contract, costs and benefits of acquiring 

knowledge are influenced by the team experience and final learning benefits, plus the level 

of competitiveness among teams bidding for the same contract.  

The traditional assumption is always that the more codified (explicit) and tacit knowledge 

the team holds, the higher the chances of winning the bid. The authors then prove that this is 

not always true, especially when the competition is intense, since codified knowledge make 

the solution provided by the team easy to imitate, and time and resources invested in 

searching and screening pieces of information is not always justified, especially in case of 

very experienced teams (Haas and Hansen 2005). The results of the study also show that a 

strong prior relationship with the client helps in providing innovative and tailored solutions, 

because it provides the foundation for the so called social capital, which is difficult to 

imitate and could constitute the basis for competitive advantage (Haas and Hansen 2005). 
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What is really interesting about the study by Haas and Hansen is the definition of 

knowledge. In the paper the authors refer to knowledge as a good that has value in use 

rather than in an exchange (Haas and Hansen 2005). In this way the authors are able to 

measure and understand the net final value of acquiring and reusing knowledge, by looking 

at the competitiveness of the potential solution and learning benefits for the team.  

 

 

1.3 KIBS industry: management consulting services 
 

 
Considering knowledge as a good that has value in use is part of management consulting 

firms businss models. What differs management consulting firms from other typologies of 

service providers is the fact that knowledge is the main output offered to clients. Other 

services such as support activities, management advice, etc., are offered afterwards, only 

once knowledge has been produced, offered and accepted by the client.  

Other characteristichs that identify management consulting firms are the networked 

structure, the usual spatial distance between co-working teams and the peculiarity of each 

typical day and project (Ambos and Schlegelmilch 2009). In fact, there is no such a thing as 

a typical consulting project: every client and situation are unique, as well as the historical 

conditions, the backgrounds of both clients and consultants, the environment and the people 

(stakeholders) involved directly or indirectly.  

 

1.3.1 Knowledge management within management consulting firms 
 
The above mentioned features are the reasons why knowledge management systems in place 

within the organization are crucial. Access and sharing knowledge is part of the daily duties 

of a consultant, as well as being able to get in contact with the most appropriate knowledge 

provider at the rigth time.  

Managing knowledge is, however, not that simple. Today firms are equipped with high-tech 

systems and softwares, but adoption rates are increasing slowly due to organizational inertia 

and sceptisism (Ambos and Schlegelmilch 2009). Adding to that, the popular pyramidal 

(hierarchial) approach allows only different levels of knowledge accesibility, in order to 

protect confidential information and client’s privacy, leading to a stratification of 
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knowledge with a very unsteady balance between the need for sharing and the need for 

protecting (Ambos and Schlegelmilch 2009). 

Knowledge management issues are not only limited to strategic limitations and trade offs, 

but they also create potential “Chinese walls” among employees. Following the popular 

assumption that knowledge is power, employees need a system of incentives and sanctions 

in order to be pushed towards sharing and making knowledge accessible when required, 

rather than holding crucial information and taking advantage of this kind of position for 

their own interests (Ambos and Schlegelmilch 2009). 

With regards to mechanisms of knowledge sharing within the organization, Taminiau, Smit 

and de Lange (2009) identify a continuum with on one extreme pure formal knowledge 

sharing systems and at the other extreme informal knowledge sharing. They define as 

formal knowledge sharing all those activities or resources specifically designed and 

implemented with the purpose of serving as knowledge exchange facilitators (Taminiau, 

Smit and de Lange 2009). Examples are procedures, formal language requirements, methods 

and cases for explicit knowledge sharing and in-house trainings for tacit knowledge. 

Informal knowledge sharing activities, instead, consist in informal settings such as lunches, 

events, informal meetings which are not designed to be conveyors of knowledge exchange, 

but they become so thanks to personal interactions and voluntary interpersonal contacts 

(Taminiau, Smit and de Lange 2009).  

As shown by the research, consultants are very communicative and talkative personalities, 

who enjoy sharing experiences and perspectives, and the majority of knowledge exchange 

happens orally. Nevertheless, codified knowledge is essential, espcially considering the 

geographical dispersion of teams and clients and the diversity of projects. The main issue 

encountered by the authors’ empirical research is lack of time. It appears, indeed, that 

translating into words and data (codifying) individual knowledge requires time and 

resources which the consultants do not have or are not willing to invest, due to the fact that 

this kind of task falls under the umbrella of non-billable hours (billable hours represent the 

time spent with clients or dedicated to a specific project) (Taminiau, Smit and de Lange 

2009). On top of that, codified knowledge usually refers to a specific case or client and it is 

not always possible or easy to generalize and apply it on new projects.  

The previous difficulties are quite widespread among consultancy firms and they should 

deserve more attention from the management and internal policy makers, through a system 
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of incentives and sanctions, in order to increase the organizational capability and the 

intellectual capital, without incurring in risks such as consultants leaving the company with 

extrememly valuable individual knowledge and joining competitors. For these reasons 

knowledge management is especially relevant within management consulting firms and 

needs to be thouroughly addressed by the managerial strategic levels. 

 

1.3.2 Knowledge management strategies for management consulting firms: 
personalization versus codification 

 
As seen, knowledge management is closely tied to management consulting firms business 

model and it is part of daily operational and strategic challenges.  

Under a strategic perspective, Hansen, Nohria and Tierney (1999) developed a framework 

that depicts the two main knowledge management strategies applicable to management 

consulting firms: codification and personalization.  

The first strategy relies on storing and codifying knowledge in databases easily accessible 

and readily available, while the second one is based on personal interactions and contacts. 

The decision between the two approaches should be made upon the competitive strategy 

pursued by the company (Hansen, Nohria and Tierney 1999). For instance, if the targeted 

customer base benefits mainly from proven reliable and reusable solutions, then it is more 

convenient that the consulting firms chooses a codification strategy in order to exploit 

economies of scale and economies of reuse while applying lower rates. Practical examples 

of this strategy are companies such as Andersen Consulting and Ernst&Young which follow 

a people-to-document approach, taking advantage of the opportunity of reusing knowledge 

for future solutions (Hansen, Nohria and Tierney 1999). 

On the other hand, if clients are searching for ad hoc innovative tailored solutions, it is 

recommended a personalization approach, where the management consulting firm provides 

the client with a team of experts and top graduates who are inventors rather than mere 

implementers and ask for higher rates (Hansen, Nohria and Tierney 1999). 

A further interesting development of the previous framework is given by Ambos and 

Schlegelmilch (2009). The authors assert that the predominance of personalization or 

codification strategies is not as defined and clear as it seems, but it depends upon the phase 

the specific project is going through at the moment. The phases identified in this study are: 

project set up, knowledge gathering, knowledge creation and transfer, dissemination of 
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knowledge and knowledge maintanance (Ambos and Schlegelmilch 2009). During each 

phase either personalization or codification acquire more relevance; for instance, during  

knowledge gathering, the team needs to structure the problem and this can be done through 

both codified tools such as databases and documentations and face to face meetings where 

mainly tacit knowledge is exchanged. In this case both approaches work together towards 

the same goal. On the contrary, during knowledge dissemination, codification plays the 

main role since this is the moment where the knowledge produced needs to be made 

understandable and accessible within the corporation and, to some extent, with external 

players (Ambos and Schlegelmilch 2009). 

In conclusion, in order to choose the correct knowledge management strategy which better 

matches the competitive strategy pursued, it is fundamental that the corporation evaluates 

the nature of services provided (mainly standardized or customized), the working 

envinroment (mature or very innovative) and people’s willingness in expressing and sharing 

tacit and explicit knowledge (Hansen, Nohria and Tierney 1999). 

In fact, as expressed also by Griffiths and Remenyi (2008), the tight relationship between 

business strategy and knowledge management is of the highest importance, in order not to 

show ambiguity on the market and generate internal paralysis. The same ambiguous result is 

given by a perfect mix between the two approaches: based on the competitive choices 

(competing on tailor-made services versus economies of scale and efficiency), the co-

existance of both knowledge management strategies is allowed, but only when one 

represents the main strategy and the other one supports it (Griffiths e Remenyi 2008).  

 

 

1.4 Relevance of knowledge management theoretical framework for the discussion 
 
 

The previous discussion has been presented in this paper in order to give an introduction of 

management consulting services under a knowledge management perspective. Given the 

centrality of knowledge within the management consulting services indsutry, it feels 

fundamental to understand how it is internally managed and supported and what is the 

compelling connection between knowledge management and business strategy.  

For the purpose of our discussion, the main key point is the fact that knowledge within 

management consulting services is considered as a good and as the main final output, and as 
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such it can potentially be standardized, modularized, decomposed into components and then 

again customized.  

By understanding the main modularization theoretical assumptions and the detailed internal 

business model and process of a management consulting firm, this study will theorize and 

put into words a transformation that is already happening in the real world, but that has not 

been theoretically treated yet.  

 

 

 

2 PRODUCT AND SERVICE MODULARIZATION APPROACH AND 
STRATEGIES 

 
 

The aim of this section is the definition and delimitation of the theoretical context with 

regards to product and service modularization strategies and managerial approaches that are 

currently exploited and leveraged. The purpose of this discussion lies in the need for the 

reader to gain an overall understanding of the theoretical background adopted later on as a 

framework for the discussion on organizational impacts of service modularization strategies, 

within the consulting services industry.  

 

 

2.1 Introduction to modularization 
 

Product modularization strategies impact and radically change not only planning and 

management strategies at a corporate level, but also influence daily operations, learning 

processes, organizational structures and system architectures. Modularity is a fundamental 

part of strategic management thinking and represents nowadays the key to gain competitive 

advantages in specific industries, such as electronics and computer industry to name a few 

(Sanchez 2002). 

More specifically, Product, Process and Knowledge Architectures (PPKAs) represent the 

individual parts of technological systems, which are able to shape the pace and direction of 

change in industries and markets (Sanchez 1999). They hold a central role in generating 

value and for this reason any change or trend must be analyzed first under a holistic 
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perspective, which regards management choices and strategies, and secondly under a more 

technical point of view, in order to understand the implications on operations activities and 

daily processes.  

 

Product and process modularization allow a company to pursue both economies of scale and 

scope on high volumes, without losing the intrinsic components functionality and 

performance (Mikkola 2006). In simpler words, modularity approaches allow a company to 

save development and manufacturing costs while increasing flexibility with regards to 

design management (Holtta and Salonem 2003). Obviously, the top management must be 

able to achieve a strategic balance between components recombination and components 

specificity (Mikkola 2006) by limiting the product range variety in such a way that the 

company maintains a differentiation advantage without investing too many resources in 

internal coordination. In fact, the trade off between costs and performance represents the 

main disadvantage or, in other words, risk for companies adopting modularity strategies, 

and this is the reason why each company must be able to fully understand impacts and 

consequences of such strategy, in order to not compromise the existing business model. 

 

1.1.1 Architectures and architectural management: definitions 
 

With the term “architecture” Sanchez (2002) refers to the way the overall functionality of a 

design is decomposed into functional components, which interact with each other through 

interfaces.  

Component interfaces might not be always visible to the customer and belong to various 

categories such as spatial interfaces, user interfaces, attachment interfaces, transfer 

interfaces, communication interfaces and so on (Sanchez 2002). The television power button 

could represent a simple practical example of a user interface.  

Architectural management as a management practice appears for the first time in the late 

1990s when the conventional functional approach for new product development (NPD) 

becomes too costly and time consuming, with regards to the needs for increased speed to 

market, and for wider ranges of product variations to serve and potentially saturate different 

market segments.  
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In fact, architectural management supports the creation of flexible modular platforms which 

may lead to several strategic flexibilities such as greater variety in terms of product range, 

faster technological upgrades, increased speed to market and reduced uncertainty in terms of 

future technological innovations and product introductions (Sanchez 1999). 

 

Architectural management relies on six different main pillars:  

• Cost rationalization through components and processes decomposition – i.e. 

strategically partioning; 

• Configurability thinking, in order to enable future market placements and 

technological upgrades; 

• Speed to market as a competitive advantage; 

• Knowledge and assets management and organizational learning as a 

continuous approach; 

• Architectures as a way to integrate technologies, marketing activities and 

core business; 

• Architectures as a way to define and manage core competences and 

knowledge assets.  

 

Architectural management is realized through two different but coupled strategies: product 

architecture and process architecture.  

Product architecture is the decomposition of the overall functionalities of that specific 

product into specific functions and functional components in order to obtain a “one-to-one” 

mapping between functions and benefits delivered to the end customer (Sanchez 1999). The 

functional components interact with each other through component interfaces. 

Process architecture is the decomposition of the overall functionalities of that specific 

product into specific functional activities, which also interact with each other through 

interfaces (Sanchez 1999).  

Product architecture, process architecture and interfaces are the enablers of architectural 

management, but they do not necessarily co-exist or cooperate. However, the joint system of 

product architecture and process architecture represents the key strategy to realize product 

and process modularity. In fact, as stated also by Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi in 2008, 

modularity consists of different co-existing dimensions, including processes and 
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organizations, and each dimension needs to be taken into account for the full exploitation of 

modularization strategies (Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi 2008). 

 

1.1.2 From architectural management to architectural modularization 
 

Architectures become modular when: 1) they are strategically partitioned reaching a one-to-

one mapping system of benefits and functions; 2) they contain variety and allow future 

technological change in specific components; and 3) component interfaces are fully 

specified at the beginning of the development process to allow substitutability and 

standardization for a certain period of time (Sanchez 2002). 

Components and component interfaces in a modular context play a crucial strategic role in 

obtaining competitive advantages. Summarizing, they act indeed as drivers of a) market 

differentiation; b) development, production and delivery cost reductions, and c) increased 

speed to market. Furthermore, modularization strategies may lead either to mass 

customization or product personalization by simply mixing and matching components and 

component interfaces. Mass customization strategies are rather relevant in this discussion 

and will be introduced in a later chapter in more details.  

Modularization strategies imply the participation of a network of suppliers of modules and 

components, meaning that outputs are coordinated through market exchange practices 

(Miozzo and Grimshaw 2005). Participation to the network is ruled by understood standards 

and regulations, and the coordination is part of the responsibilities of the system integrator 

(the firm at the center of the network). Furthermore, the network of components/modules 

providers is working efficienly when it is loosely coupled, meaning the standard interfaces 

allow modules to communicate with a minimum exchange of information (Miozzo and 

Grimshaw 2005). 

 

1.1.3 Modular architectures and knowledge management 
 

Standardization and low interdependency among component designs can also be applied to 

processes, in order to reach modular process architectures (Sanchez 2000). This approach 

leads to the establishment of a defined information structure right at the beginning of the 

development process, which allows single stages and teams to coordinate. IT systems such 

as CAD (Computer-Aided Drafting) and EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) allow 
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interoperability and internal communication and information sharing by functioning as 

digital interfaces among teams and stages in the product development, production, 

marketing, delivery processes (Sanchez 2000).  

Such IT systems with the aid of documents, written and codified protocols and overall 

design rules represent the necessary interfaces for loosely coupled knowledge domains 

which are the basis of process architectures. With fully specified process interfaces it 

becomes possible to delimit and define the organizational knowledge assets (know how, 

know why, know what) and exploit the two learning approaches enabled by modularity: 

learning-by-leveraging, namely conducting extensive testing of different combinations of 

modules and learning-by-planning, meaning considering from the beginning potential future 

innovations and introductions (Sanchez 2000).  

Finally, with modular architectures, knowledge needs to be codified and transformed into 

explicit knowledge by redefining the role that workers play in the organization, from low 

level employees to top level management, who must transform into system designers 

(Sanchez 2000).  

 

1.1.4 Modular architectures and New Product Development 
 

From a management perspective, the functional NDP - i.e. New Product Development - 

approach focuses on the general depiction of the desired product concept, while the 

following stages are mainly a responsibility of the team of developers, who tries to adapt to 

management’s requests by adopting an iterative process of trial and learning in order to 

reach the optimized combination of cost and performance. The optimized design process 

identifies as main goal the configuration of a set of attributes/features either at the lowest 

cost or at the highest performance, given the initial target costs or desired minimum 

performance (Sanchez 1999). The result is a highly integrated product design and tightly 

coupled components and interfaces, namely an extremely complex architecture, which 

might not be able to deal, for instance, with technological upgrades and/or consumers’ 

preferences in a timely fashion without compromising the entire product concept and 

architecture.  

In this context organizational learning also becomes more challenging because of uncertain 

interdependencies among components and process stages (considering also the intrinsic 
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changing nature of such interdependencies), which might arise even during the development 

path (Sanchez 2000). 

Instead, with a modular NPD approach, management inputs are fundamental and 

continuous. Managers become system designers and are in charge of fully specifying 

modular architectures (both product and process) and component interfaces, while 

developers and their teams become almost self-managing and focus on the technical 

development of several components and component interfaces in a concurrent and parallel 

manner. Furthermore, managers are also responsible for the final system integration and 

market testing. Hence, the modular product architecture allows more flexible and adaptable 

component designs by enabling loosely coupled processes and components (Sanchez 1999). 

 

 

1.2  Modularity and business strategies 
 

1.2.1 Types of modularity: a categorization  
 

Modularity manifests itself on three different levels: product modularity (PM), process 

modularity and organizational modularity (Bask, et al. 2010). Following the recent studies 

and trends on business services, Bask, et al. in 2010 categorize modularity research themes 

into the three previously mentioned areas and introduce a fourth type of modularity, namely 

service modularity (Bask, et al. 2010).  

In order to obtain a more structured and broader perspective on the matter and summarize 

the concepts of modularity discussed in the previous chapter, definitions and features of 

each type of modularization are provided below.  

 

v Product modularity  
 
Modularity in terms of physical goods and products is the most intuitive and concrete 

concept, as most of the times consumers are able to visualize and understand components, 

functionalities and interfaces in person. In theoretical terms, PM is understood as a strategy 

that aims to the creation of loosely coupled components, or in other words a design strategy 

that focuses on low interdependencies among such components (Bask, et al. 2010). In this 

scenario the most critical element is represented by components interfaces and the firm 
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works towards high flexibility and substitutability strategic advantages, enabling mixing and 

matching options and incremental innovations throughout the product life cycle (Bask, et al. 

2010).  

 

Within the product modularity level or dimension, Ulrich and Tung (1991) identify a 

consequential categorization on a component level, which diversifies product 

modularization strategies according to the levels and modes of interaction among modules. 

The authors of the study identify six different typologies of modularity (Ulrich and Tung 

1991):  

- Component sharing modularity: the foundations of the product design are 

represented by common components, which are used and implemented in different 

ways by different products, but with the same features; 

- Components swapping modularity: instead of common and identical components, 

this modularization strategy reuse the same standard overall product design, while 

the single components are adapted and have different features;  

- Mix modularity: similar to the previous category, but with the difference that the 

components/modules when combined lose the unique identity and features, 

becoming a whole with the others; 

- Sectional modularity: again similar to component swapping, but exploited by 

arranging standard parts in an always unique new pattern; 

- Cut-to-fit modularity: the single module/components is standard in terms of 

functionalities, but it changes size and dimensions following the product 

characteristics; 

- Bus modularity: combinations of different modules in a sequence to 

add/remove/alter functionalities to the final product.  

The above categorization is especially useful when it comes to understanding the degree of 

interdependency among components and on higher-level modules. For example, component 

sharing modularity will often have by definition a higher level of flexibility compared to 

bus modularity, where modules are arranged in sequences. Obviously, different business 

models and strategies require different levels of modularization according to market 

preferences, industry standards and value chain features.  
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v Process modularity 
 
Process modularity means being able to break down and re-arrange internal processes and 

sub-processes in such a way that the firm achieves high flexibility and responsiveness in 

delivering a wide range of end products (Bask, et al. 2010). The identification of the 

difference between standard and customization processes within the company is crucial in 

order to spot the stages that allow the manufacturing process to be aligned with the 

customers’ requests and satisfy their needs in a timely manner.  

A great example of industries exploiting process modularity strategies is given by the 

computer industry, which has been one of the pioneers in the adoption of both product and 

process modularization practices.  

However, given the high level of human involvement, additional mechanisms for 

coordination and controlling, such as information systems, protocols and ad-hoc contracts 

become necessary (Bask, et al. 2010), as already seen in the discussion of modular process 

architectures. 

 

v Organizational modularity  
 
The third type of modularity proposed by Bask, et al. (2010) relates to the external network 

and supply chain created by the firm. In fact, in order to achieve organizational modularity 

the firm could explore and exploit external assets and capabilities, namely outsourcing 

certain parts of the business and keeping under control and focusing on the core processes 

(Bask, et al. 2010). Such a network is realized through contracts like partnerships, alliances, 

special work arrangements and so on.  

This kind of modularity enables companies and industries to gain embedded and 

automatized coordination, with little management intervention required, and higher 

production and delivery speed (Bask, et al. 2010). The only issue regarding supply chain 

and organizational modularity lies in the so-called modularity trap discussed by Ernst in 

2005. Indeed, according to the author of the paper “Limits to modularity: reflections on 

recent developments in chip design”, standards and frameworks within a supply chain or an 

industry might become in the long term compromising, limiting potential innovations which 

become automatically unsuccessful, being trapped in an already existing system (Ernst 

2005). Moreover, once standards are set and part of processes is outsourced, companies 
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might find it difficult and resource consuming to integrate new capabilities, even when it 

becomes necessary (Ernst 2005). 

 

v Service modularity 
 
The service modularity theme has gained attention only recently, following the industrial 

Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs) trend. According to Janssen and Joha (2008) 

industries are indeed moving towards a service-oriented internal architecture, meaning that 

modules are hidden and difficult to recognize while being easy to remove or interchange. In 

simpler terms, software, applications, services and even partners are continuously changed 

and substituted in order to quickly meet the market requirements (Janssen and Joha 2008). 

So far literature on service modularization has been limited especially due to the little 

application of modularity to services because of their intrinsic nature and the confusion 

regarding the definition of a service as a product or process (Voss and Hsuan 2009), that we 

will explore in a subsequent section of the paper.  

However, some theoretical inputs come from Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi (2008) who 

introduced service modularity as part of the three dimensions of modularity, namely 

services, processes and organization.  

This research follows Bask et al. (2010) definition of service module as one or more service 

elements offering one service characteristic. A clear example proposed by the authors is 

logistics services, where the warehouse represents the single service element.  

In case of business services, the concept of modularity remains the same, but because of the 

intense presence and influence of individuals, hard, soft and hybrid technologies are 

necessarily introduced in order to make the modules repeatable and reusable (Hyötyläinen 

and Möller 2007). 

 

1.2.2 Understanding the potential for modularization: modularity methods 
 

In order to implement modularization strategies within an organization, it becomes 

necessary to firstly analyze the existing processes and product specifications and understand 

the –sometimes– hidden modularization potential by conducting a number of analysis and 

studies. Such analysis (also referred to as modularity methods) would provide as results a 
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map of components and modules, which represents the foundations for the introduction of 

the modularization approach and the reorganization of processes and practices.  

Holtta and Salonem in 2003 conducted an interesting study on the most common modularity 

methods, namely the heuristic approach, the Design Structure Matrix (DSM) and the 

Modular Function Deployment (MFD).  

In their research the authors analyze the three methods with the same methodology and 

under the same perspective (i.e. same data inputs and same case studies) with the goal of 

defining the suitability and the degree of accuracy of each method, with similarities and 

differences.  

The three methods lie on a spectrum based on the potential repeatability and accuracy of the 

modularity methods (Holtta and Salonem 2003).  

On one side of the spectrum we find the Modular Function Deployment method (MFD), 

which is the least engineering oriented and the most inclusive of business strategies and 

company’s vision (Ericsson and Erixon 1999). The main innovation in the authors’ research 

is the attention given to drivers of modularity other than proper functions. They classify 

drivers of modularity in twelve classes (such as, to name a few, technological evolution, 

different specification or service and maintenance) and it is up to the company to choose of 

the most relevant ones according to the specific strategy adopted (Holtta and Salonem 2003) 

and then moving on to the aggregation of components into appropriate modules. Thus, the 

MFD method focuses the analysis on the strategic perspective, by identifying the most 

appropriate drivers of modularity within the organization according to the business strategy 

pursued and then grouping and mapping them.   

On the opposite side of the spectrum, the Design Structure Matrix (DSM) is a computer-

based matrix that pairs components and functions on the basis of mutual interactions and 

assigns a coupling coefficient (Ulrich and Eppinger 2000). Using clustering algorithms to 

minimize/maximize interactions, it is an extremely reliable method, with a 100% 

repeatability rate (Holtta and Salonem 2003), but the modules proposed by the system are 

again only potential candidates. The DSM method applies well in case of very complex 

architectures, allowing the simplification of the overall design thanks to the focus on 

interfaces rather than proper components (Holtta and Salonem 2003) leading to a smoother 

organization structure. 
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In between the two extremes of the spectrum lies the third method. Stone et al. developed 

the heuristic approach in 2000 with an article on Design Studies called “A heuristic method 

for identifying modules for product architectures”. According to the authors, it is possible to 

deconstruct architectures and then aggregate components into modules according to the 

dominant flows. In this case the term “flows” refers to all the material, energy, information 

flows that form a function structure.  

As a model, the heuristic method is quite subjective. Indeed, through function structures it is 

possible to derive many different modules and it is up to the system/product designer to 

choose the most suitable one. Hence, business strategies and models are not taken into 

account at the beginning of the analysis, but only during the last judgmental stage (Stone, et 

al. 2000). 

After the previous description of most common modularity methods, what appears to be 

very interesting is the fact that none of them is better or worse in absolute terms. Each 

modularity method is applicable and reliable in different scenarios and under different 

circumstances and as researched by the authors of the study they produce different results 

(i.e. they suggest different candidate modules) given the same data inputs (Holtta and 

Salonem 2003). 

For the purpose of our discussion, the previous dissertation is crucial in underlying the 

criticality of strategic choices rather than mere operational issues. In fact, in order to fully 

exploit the potential of processes and product modularization, the first issue to address 

regards the business strategy the company wishes to adopt and the long term goals. As also 

seen in the previous chapter on knowledge management, the coupling of business mission, 

vision and strategy with lower levels strategic approaches is a recurrent theme. Coherence, 

cohesiveness and unity of strategic choices at all managerial levels are essential elements of 

a successful business and long term sustainability. 

 

1.2.3 Modularization as a strategic approach 
 

One of the most famous definitions of modularity is perhaps the one given by Schilling 

(2000, p. 315). As stated by the author, modularity could be defined as “the degree to which 

a system’s components can be separated and recombined” (Schilling, 2000, p. 315). The 

previous consideration opens the research field in many directions, ranging from technical 
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and operational matters to strategic and more long-term views. In fact, modularity, as often 

underlined throughout the paper, can be seen as a top-down approach: opportunities seen 

and given by the product itself are translated into companies’ strategies and implemented at 

the lower levels through the definition of modules, specification of interfaces, measurement 

of outcomes, internal process improvements and so on and so forth. 

 

Strategic advantages of the modularity approach 
 
Modularity as a strategic approach can build the right foundations for the achievement of 

different kinds of economies (scale, scope, substitution), representing the foundation for 

customization and mass customization and even outsourcing strategies (Voss and Hsuan 

2009). 

The strategic use, at a management level, of modular PPKAs takes into consideration the 

following strategic benefits: 1) the enormous potential of leveraging product variations 

through components and/or component interfaces; 2) the opportunity to contain (and 

foresee) change by using common or reusable components which do not represent a source 

of innovation, driven by economies of scale; 3) the need for concurrent and distributed 

development processes; 4) the creation of loosely coupled component designs and 

consequently knowledge domains (Sanchez 1999). 

 

a. Economies of scale and scope 
 
Economies of scale represent one of the main incentives behind the strategic choice of 

modularity, but they are not the only ones. Economies of scale may take the form of higher 

production capacity with decreasing marginal costs for producing an additional unit, or they 

might imply a stronger buying power in the supply chain. Nowadays however, focusing on 

volumes does not necessarily guarantee a competitive advantage. The pressure is switching 

towards the decrease of new product development lead-time, wider range of products 

offered to the market and speed to market. Hence, economies of scale must be coupled with 

economies of scope (Mikkola 2006) in order to gain competitive advantage also in terms of 

market differentiation, niche markets saturation, supply flexibility and process 

responsiveness. Economies of scope are enabled by the standardization of interfaces, giving 

the firm the opportunity to focus on strategic core components (Mikkola 2006). 
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b. Economies of substitution 
 
Modularity should enable fast and technically easy substitutions of components, where each 

feature could represent a source of market differentiation. By mixing and matching 

components, incremental costs of development decrease while speed to market and market 

saturation increase (Sanchez 1999). Indeed, a third type of economy fostered by 

modularization strategies is called economy of substitution (Mikkola 2006). Economies of 

substitution exist when the cost of designing through the retention or reuse of a component 

is lower than designing a new component and the consequently new interfaces required 

from scratch. Furthermore, under a management perspective, dealing with demand cycles 

and uncertainties becomes easier because of the ability in shifting production (Sanchez 

1999), and planning for the future is less costly thanks to the already structured market-

driven framework provided by the existing architecture.  

Easy to replace components, on one side, increase the brand reputation and reliability 

because the manufacturing company is able to focus on few core features and embrace 

incremental innovations on the key components in order to improve the performance. On 

the other side, because of their implicit simplicity, consumers no longer need a complex 

post-delivery service infrastructure since they might be able to substitute or adopt upgrades 

and different versions on their own (Sanchez 1999). Thus, cost reductions might incur not 

only with regards to internal development and manufacturing process, but also at the 

delivery and post-delivery stages.  

 

c. Predictability of processes and role of components 
 
Predictability of processes is achieved when processes are concurrent and teams are self-

managing. Thus, concurrent development and specified standardized a priori interfaces may 

reduce required development resources and total development time by 50 percent up 80 

percent, according to an empirical research on a sample of manufacturing firms (Sanchez 

2002). The management still holds responsibility for the detailed specifications of the 

product concept, benefits to be delivered to the end customer and interfaces required 

(Sanchez 1999). The key activities to ensure this transformation include integrating future 

potential technologies and market forecasting in the initial planning and considering 
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codified organizational knowledge and standardized interfaces as pre-requisites (Sanchez 

2000).   

Component roles must be strategically designed and defined by the managers. Components 

acting as so-called threshold represent the minimum features required by the market to 

consider the product as an option. They add value for customer as long as they work 

properly (Sanchez 1999). On the contrary, central components are crucial for the product 

concepts development and they increase the value for the end customer by increasing the 

performance. Variety-enhancing and plus-only components add value in terms of styling or 

additional features that a market niche might find attractive, but they do not decrease the 

value of the product itself if absent (Sanchez 1999).  

While this categorization of components is based on the potential market value of each 

component, a second classification based on the internal structure and company’s assets is 

proposed by Mikkola (2006). In Mikkola’s analysis, components are classified as standard 

(STD) when they are already available in the company’s library and well understood in 

terms of technology and functionality. They can be acquired from other suppliers and then 

customized according to the company’s needs, if they are not proprietary or too costly. New 

to the firm components (NTF), on the other side, are components which might be already 

known by the external market or by the industry, but new to the company’s employers and 

internal organization (Mikkola 2006). New to the firm components represent a higher risk 

for the company in terms of technological and interfaces issues, but the risk is balanced and 

justified by the increased overall performance of the final product (Mikkola 2006). NTF 

components can be customized and tailored on the company as well.  

New to the firm and standard components concepts are relative and dependent on the 

company’s history and assets. A company might consider as new a component, which has 

already been exploited by a competitor but has never been used by the first company and 

vice versa. Furthermore, the status of components might change over a certain period, with 

NTF components becoming standard after a period of use and technological study (Mikkola 

2006).  

The balance between new to the firm and standard components allows the firm to preserve 

the organizational and technological focus while at the same time pursuing economies of 

scale and minimizing additional investments (Mikkola 2006).  
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1.3  Understanding the degree of modularity 
 

1.3.1 Introduction and definitions 
 

As stated previously, modularity can be defined in simpler terms as a strategic approach to 

manage and organize in the most efficient way possible products and processes in order to 

gain flexibility and reduce costs. Thus, flexibility and cost reductions are obtained by re-

organizing the product and process architecture in such a way that it becomes possible to 

achieve concurrent development, self-managing teams, different types of economies and 

codified knowledge domains.  

Being able to measure the current degree of modularity embedded in an architecture and 

understanding the impact of such strategies on the long-term planning are necessary steps to 

set up an efficient, effective and sustainable organization.  

The available current literature dedicated to the understanding of the potential degree of 

modularity is unfortunately limited to product modularization and production chains, with 

accents on production constraints and manufacturing issues. This is the reason why in this 

study we chose to firstly review the available literature on product and service 

modularization, and then discuss the organizational implications using as a foundation the 

consulting services industry, in order to provide a new perspective on the matter and 

eventually further develop the theoretical analysis of modularization on the service industry.  

 

The degree of modularization defines the extent to which components can be disaggregated 

(Mikkola 2006). The re-arrangement and modular management of components are possible 

through the fully a priori specification of component interfaces, namely the way 

components interact and communicate with each other.  

This section will provide an overview of few available measurement tools for product 

modularization and product-oriented firms, to then compare the impacts of such tools later 

on a service-oriented business. 

 

1.3.2 Product Modularization Function 
 

One of the most famous measurement tools for product modularization and degree of 

modularity was developed in 2003 by Mikkola and Gassmann.  
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In their analysis the basic units are represented by components and interfaces, but with a 

fundamental limitation: the study does not take into consideration different types of 

component interfaces and the trade offs between cost and performance. Indeed, when it 

comes to choosing between the use of standard components and new to the firm 

components, under a strategic point of view, a company should consider the cost-benefit 

analysis and the improved performances introduced by new to the firm components, even if 

the cost of research and interfaces development might represent a high investment at the 

beginning. Return on investment is then acceptable if the overall final performance of the 

product results improved and fosters market differentiation and competitive advantage. 

 

The modularization function developed by Mikkola and Gassmann in 2003 for measuring 

the degree of modularity embedded in architecture takes into consideration as variables the 

followings:  

• N = sum of both standard and new to the firm components; 

• δ = degree of coupling given by the specified interfaces k; 

• s = substitutability factor, namely the total number of component families in which 

new to the firm components are used divided by the average number of interfaces 

required.  

 

𝑀 𝑛!"# =   𝑒!!!"#! /!!"#
 

 

As suggested by the modularization function, the lower the number of NTF components, the 

higher the degree of modularity. This can be explained not only mathematically but also 

logically: the higher the number of new to the firm components, the more complex and 

specific the interfaces required (Mikkola 2006). Thus, the standardization and consequently 

the full modularization of components are not achievable.  

With new to the firm components, interfaces must be deeply analyzed and developed 

according to the role they cover, because they not only affect the overall functionality of the 

product but they could also affect existing interdependencies among other components. It is 

a time consuming and costly development process, but is crucial in order to justify the 

above-mentioned trade off between cost and benefit, namely the overall final performance 

and return on investment.  
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Economies of substitution are also taken into account by the modularization function with 

the variable s (substitutability factor), and it might have strategically crucial impacts on the 

organization in terms of learning curve effects, increasing buying power across the supply 

chain and decreasing development costs (Mikkola 2006).  

 

The power of the modularization function under a managerial point of view resides in the 

fact that it allows a series of key analysis. Examples are: the understanding of the path new 

to the firm (NTF) and standard (STD) components are following in the company’s library; 

the need for playing with interrelations rather than NTF components when the architecture 

reaches the mature status; the analysis of the product architecture under an innovation 

management perspective (Mikkola 2006); and more. The modularization function tool has 

been extensively tested and used especially in the automotive industry, with the aim of 

understanding differences among components, compatibility issues and components 

outsourcing potential. 

All the previous analysis must be the foundation for long-term planning and future 

knowledge and assets management. 

 

1.3.3 Measuring degree of modularity under a customer-driven perspective 
 

In 2004 Tu, Vonderembse, Ragu-Nathan T.S. and Ragu Nathan B. introduced a new 

measurement conceptual tool based on the statistical equation modeling LISREL, an 

instrument that enables extensive analysis of latent variables through a variety of models.  

Tu et al. identify three dimensions of modularity, namely product modularity, process 

modularity and dynamic teaming (at the organizational level). Whilst we have become 

familiar with the concept of product modularity, it is interesting to focus our attention on the 

meaning of process modularity, as developed in the article. Indeed, in this case process 

modularity refers not only to the ability to standardize and replicate single processes and 

sub-processes, but also to the activity of re-sequencing and postponement of specific 

processes, rearranging and moving the customization stages to the end of the value chain 

(Tu, et al. 2004). Also, dynamic teaming is a new concept: with modular organizational 

structures it becomes not only possible to reorganize quickly teams and workforce, but also 

add and remove capacity whenever needed (e.g. through short-term contracts or partnerships 
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with other entities in order to access capabilities) creating a loosely coupled network of 

units (Tu, et al. 2004). 

With these concepts in mind, Tu et al. aim to calculate and measure the already proven 

theoretical impact of knowledge about the company’s customers on modularity practices. 

With the concept Customer Closeness the paper refers to the practice of keeping close 

contact and communicating effectively with customers (Tu, et al. 2004). Following the 

conceptual model proposed in the paper, Customer Closeness is a critical pre-requisite in 

order to implement and sustain modularity manufacturing practices within the company and 

at the same time exploit and explore mass customization opportunities ( (Tu, et al. 2004).  

The authors base their discussion on three hypothetical statements: 

H1. Firms that are closer to the customers will have higher levels of modularity-based 

manufacturing practices; 

H2. Firms with higher levels of modularity-based manufacturing practices will have higher 

level of mass customization capabilities; 

H3. Firms that are closer to the customers will have higher levels of mass customization 

capabilities. 

This model differentiates itself from the previous modularization function discussed above 

for different reasons: first, it uses as a mathematical instrument already existing tools, 

without developing a new equation; secondly, it is a customer-driven model, which focuses 

on impacts on the customer-base rather than on internal modules. 

For the purpose of our discussion, we are not describing and analyzing in details the 

statistical implications and the step-by-step process adopted by the authors. The main 

concept to underline and understand is the relevance of Customer Closeness and knowledge 

about the customers’ needs, preferences, habits, etc., which will become especially 

interesting and critical in the second section of the paper, dedicated to the consulting 

services industry.  

 

Tools and instruments for the measurement of the degree of modularity are few and limited 

to specific contexts. Mathematical and statistical models help in understanding correlations 

and interactions between different parts of the company, but the final judgment is dependent 

upon many variables, such as markets in which the company is active, people involved in 

the decision-making process, peculiarities of the value proposition and the internal delivery 
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process and so and so forth. Hence, the criticality of a clear definition of long-term 

strategies and goals is again evident. Even with material products and easy to delimitate 

processes, without an understanding of which are the resources involved, where the 

company is going, who the stakeholder are (all elements of business strategies), modularity 

practices are not likely to be successfully implemented and act as the driver of competitive 

advantage.  

 
 
 

1.4 From product modularity to service modularity 
 

1.4.1 Introduction and features of the service industry 
 

From the previous discussion, the five main dimensions representing the foundation of 

modularity studies are: components, component interfaces, degree of coupling, 

commonality sharing and the concept of platform. Platforms, in general terms, are those 

infrastructures based on product and process architectures that enable and facilitate 

interactions within the network (Voss and Hsuan 2009).  

Summarizing, modularity is a design strategy conducive to innovation, thanks to economies 

of substitution, faster process of trial-and-error learning, benefits derived from external 

capabilities while focusing on core assets and capabilities (Miozzo and Grimshaw 2005). 

However, when it comes to the service industry, it is mandatory to change the perspective 

taking into consideration the main features of the industry and the differences between 

services and products.  

A service is defined by Brax (2007) as a performance or activity offered for exchange. The 

value proposition offered to the customer is represented not only by the outcome, but also 

by the process set up to deliver that specific outcome (Brax and Toivonen 2007). Therefore, 

the dimensions of the service offering are the concept, the process and the resources 

consumed throughout the process (Brax and Toivonen 2007).  

A distinctive aspect of services is the crucial role played by people, both employees and 

customers. In fact, employees are directly involved in the delivery of the service in two 

main ways, personalization and customization, while customers play a primary role 

influencing the delivery system. 
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Personalization implies the adaption of the service delivery according to customers’ needs 

and requests, and it is directly performed by the personnel involved in the delivery. 

Customization, on the other side, requires a specific configuration of the delivery system 

based on customers’ needs, e.g. pairing different steps of the delivery or set of individual 

services in different combination, basically modifying the service per se (Voss and Hsuan 

2009).  

Another critical aspect of services is the degree of heterogeneity within the same 

context/industry. In the same day, services delivered may be completely different one from 

the other and, also at an industry level, categorizations are still not robust enough to allow 

generalizations and simplifications (Voss e Hsuan 2009). 

A third aspect concerns the definition of system design. When it comes to designing a new 

service, it is never completely clear whether the service can be treated as a product or as a 

process, leading to confusion regarding the applicable theoretical frameworks and 

conceptual models. Indeed, services are often delivered and consumed at the same time (or 

in the opposite case, delivered and consumed over a time span), meaning that the service 

product may be also the service process (Voss and Hsuan 2009). Restaurants are simple 

examples: while a material product (food) is delivered and consumed in loco, a service 

process is involved as well, with waiters, maîtres and employees in general delivering pure 

services.   

Furthermore, in terms of modularization strategies, some of the basic elements appear to be 

missing, such as a clear internal delimitation of modules and interfaces.  

Interestingly, according to Baldwin and Clark (1999), services not only can be modularized 

(especially financial services), but the modularity approach is also easier to adopt thanks to 

the lack of need of complex interfaces or codes necessary for physical interfaces and 

modules to communicate. Notwithstanding, service modularization is still more challenging 

due to the need for continuous interactions and exchange of information, which are based on 

contracts and monitoring instruments, hence requiring high levels of management effort and 

attention (Miozzo and Grimshaw 2005). A critical point is especially the mutual dependence 

which arises from this continouos interaction among human modules and not well defined 

process modules (Miozzo and Grimshaw 2005), that do not allow in theory the full 

exploitation of economies of substitution. 
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Service modularization is a fascinating field of study, where theoretical models are still not 

quite developed and the general knowledge available in terms in research, studies and 

theories is limited to specific business cases or scenarios, which can rarely be generalized. 

Nowadays, the global trends is towards a higher servitization of products (Wilkinson, 

Dainty and Neely 2009) and the relevance of the service industry is increasing, leading to 

the need for a comprehensive knowledge of characteristic, foundations, consequences, 

organizational impacts and customers preferences related to the service industry.  

 

1.4.2 Service modularization and measurement of degree of modularity 
 

As product architectures are formed by such elements like components and components 

interfaces, service architectures hold the same structure where nodes are the basic units and 

are connected with each other through interfaces called linkages (Voss and Hsuan 2009). 

In the case of services, linkages are represented mainly by flows of information and people 

involved. The different nodes interact with each other thanks to a network consisting of 

governing rules, protocols, practices and transfers of information, where also the end 

customer is actively involved (Voss and Hsuan 2009). 

Based on this translation (from modules to nodes and from interfaces to linkages), Voss and 

Hsuan (2009) translated also the modularization function, in order to adapt it to service 

modularization and understand the internal degree of modularity of a service architecture. 

The two equations (Product Modularization Function and Service Modularization Function) 

seem to be very similar, but with the latter a new variable called replicability factor (s in the 

equation), which indicates how easily that service can be replicated (Voss and Hsuan 2009), 

is introduced. 

The equation is the following:  

𝑆𝑀𝐹 𝑢 = 𝑒!!!/!!" 
 

Where: 

SMF = Service Modularization Function 

N = Total number of Nodes 

u = Number of unique services that can be replicated across service families 

f = Service families 
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The equation illustrates the dependence and degree of uniqueness of the number of nodes, 

unique services and service families, namely the extent to which unique services can be 

replicated within the company (Voss and Hsuan 2009).  

Logically, competitive advantage is achievable through uniqueness and difficult to 

replicated services, hence the management of the company should be provided with tools 

for balancing the internal standardization and modularization in order to not lose the 

uniqueness of the service delivered and therefore the competitive advantage. In fact, integral 

service architectures have the ability to make the imitation difficult for a competitor and 

they might lead to leadership in the chosen market (imposing high entry barriers), but on the 

other side they promote mainly incremental innovations rather than radical and they slow 

down the technological and commercial growth path. 

The main objective behind a successful implementation of service modularization strategies 

is to achieve agility and flexibility, in order to be able to meet demanding customers’ needs 

in a timely fashion and face technological and innovative change in the future. Service 

architectures and modularity strategies enable this kind of dynamism, as long as the 

strategies themselves are appropriate for the company’s structure and interfaces (linkages) 

are thoroughly understood. 

 

1.4.3 Business processes as service modules 
 

When it comes to services, proper modularization, as we have seen, might become 

challenging, due to the nature of services and to the involvement of other variables such as 

people and inconstant transfer of information. Therefore, the implementation of 

modularization approaches must take place at a process level in such a way that the service 

delivery process transforms into a series of separated, repeatable, standardized sub-

processes. 

With the term “business process” Davenport and Short in 1990 identify the set of logically 

related sub-processes and tasks performed by an organization in order to achieve a defined 

business outcome, which satisfies customers’ demands. The so called “business outcome” 

could define either a physical good or a service, such as strategic advices, insurance, 

customer support, etc. Conceptually, business processes are not tangible and developed a 
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priori, while sub-processes, tasks and single activities are dynamic and continuously 

adapted and improved, adjusting to potential inter-dependencies and real-time decision-

making (Davenport and Short 1990). 

A business process dedicated to the delivery of a service is popularly called workflow. The 

main features of workflows are the case-based nature and the fact that there are not a clear 

initiating moment and an ending (Reijers 2003). 

Business processes represent the means behind performance management and targets 

formulation. The four main dimensions under analysis are cost, time, quality and flexibility, 

while taking into consideration customer satisfaction, level of customization and allocation 

of resources. The efficient and effective organization and management of business processes 

can be compared to a mathematical optimization function, which searches for the best 

possible combination of variables within given constraints (Reijers 2003). 

Business processes can be generally divided into manufacturing and administrative 

processes, but a more specific categorization is proposed by Davenport and Short (1990): 

customized (ad hoc) processes, mass customization or production processes, which allow 

limited internal variations, and mass production or transaction processes, where variations 

are not admitted.  

Among the previous classes of business processes, we find primary or production processes, 

secondary or support processes and tertiary managerial processes. The latter corresponds to 

the strategic decision-making level, where performance targets are defined and imposed to 

the rest of the organization (Davenport and Short 1990). 

 

The understanding of business processes as a concept is especially relevant for a discussion 

on strategic modularization of services and even more critical with regards to the 

management consulting services industry, due to its the particular nature. The depiction of 

management consulting services industry process will be introduced in section III. Analysis, 

Chapter 2. 
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3. MASS CUSTOMIZATION: LITERATURE REVIEW  
 
 

3.1 Introduction 
 

Mass customization is a rather recent concept researched and developed by a number of 

authors especially during the 1990s in response to changing market environments and 

economic conditions. Historically, businesses and organizations have been struggling in 

trying to excel in either low cost or differentiation strategies (Pine 1993). However, the 

current competitive context often requires organizations to achieve both low costs and 

differentiation advantages, namely both economies of scale and scope, process efficiency 

and high innovation rates and strong global and local presence (Pine 1993).  

The reason behind the need for change in organizational structures, processes and strategies 

lies in the always less homogeneous customer base that the company is aiming to serve 

(Hart 1995). Customers are nowadays harder to generalize and group into categories, due to 

individual preferences and needs becoming more and more relevant towards the final 

purchase choice. These customers’ requirements are now identifiable through customer 

management and marketing techniques, thus create customization potential for the 

organization. In addition, product life cycles decrease and innovation rates increase, leading 

to a very dynamic market environment where providers of services and manufacturers of 

products need to continuously improve performances and enrich value propositions (Hart 

1995).  

This situation is defined by Pine (1993) as market turbulence. Market turbulence identifies 

that certain degree of instability, uncertainty and lack of control in the market environment 

that results in the lack of stability on the demand side (Pine 1993). It seems that for many 

industries, such as automotive, banking and telecommunications to name a few, the key to 

face the above mentioned challenges is to consider unpredictability more of an opportunity 

rather than a threat and therefore invest in mass customization approaches (Hart 1995), 

which hold the greatest potential in terms of process improvement, customer satisfaction 

and competitiveness.  
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3.2 Conceptual historical development 
 
 
As identified by Pine (1993), organizations can be divided into four main business models, 

with different characteristics and paths towards the achievement of low cost and 

differentiation advantages. The four categories are inventors, mass producers, continuous 

improvement and mass customizers (Pine 1993).  

Those pursuing invention are those companies aiming to constant innovations and market 

introductions (e.g. research and development). The invention does not affect and influence 

only the product offered, but also the internal processes set up to manufacture and deliver 

the product (Pine 1993). For this category, high differentiation is the key to business success 

and to consistent customer shares.  

Mass producers on the other side bet on the repetitiveness and stability of processes in order 

to go down the learning curve and increase speed and efficiency at the lowest cost (Pine 

1993). Mass production as a concept is the result of the Industrial Revolution and the 

modern perception of factories and assembly lines as a sequence of stable, repetitive 

activities, as for example depicted by the popular revolutionary work by Henry Ford.  

The continuous improvement approach is the combination of invention and mass production 

(Pine 1993). By constantly improving processes, aiming to lower cost and higher quality, 

the execution of every single line is different and potentially better than the previous.  

The most flexible and responsive business model is exemplified by mass customizers, who 

are able to maintain processes stable whilst tailoring and adapting every single product and 

service to the specific needs (Pine 1993). 

What emerges from this categorization is not only a series of concepts like manufacturing 

flexibility, reengineering, design and continuous improvement which are strictly connected 

under a technical point of view to mass customization (Pine 1993), but also the concept of 

modularity as a key to mass customization. In fact, the gap between the continuous 

improvement perspective and mass customizers is precisely filled, according to the author, 

by the modularization of components and the creation of loosely coupled linkages.  
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3.3 Approaches to mass customization 
 
 
Mass customization can be defined as the use of flexible processes and organizational 

structures deployed to produce variety at the cost of standard mass production systems, or in 

simpler words, as the ability to provide customers with anything they desire, anywhere, and 

in any way they request it (Hart 1995). 

Pine (a pioneer in the mass customization topic) elaborated along with Gilmore in 1997 a 

two by two matrix that depicts the most common approaches to mass customization (Table 

1, Appendix). Following the proposed framework, mass customizers can be categorized into 

collaborative, adaptive, cosmetic and transparent. The dimensions taken into consideration 

in order to assign a specific category are the product offered and the representation of the 

product (Gilmore and Pine 1997).  

Collaborative mass customizers develop and deliver a service/product by conducting a 

dialogue with the customer and extracting the information needed to identify the specific 

requirements and preferences (Gilmore and Pine 1997). This approach is especially useful 

when customers are not able to express their preferences and they potentially are frustrated 

and confused in front of a number of options. In this case, it is up to the company to help the 

customer in overcoming the so-called sacrifice gap (Gilmore and Pine 1997) between the 

current products offered and the individual needs by proposing a tailored solution.  

The opposite of the collaborative approach is the adaptive one. Here none of the dimensions 

(representation of the product and product offered) change, the product itself is standardized 

and offered as it is to the customer, who is able then to modify it, adapt it, adjust it to his/her 

own needs (Gilmore and Pine 1997). This is especially possible thanks to technological 

introductions and innovations which allow the product to directly interact with the customer 

without the company’s intervention.  

Cosmetic mass customizers focus on the representation of the product, or in other words on 

the way the product is packaged for the customer (Gilmore and Pine 1997). The product (or 

service) itself does not change, it has the same functionalities, the same features and it 

follows the same processes within the value chain, while the final display, marketing 

material, presentation to the customer change accordingly.  

Opposite to cosmetic, transparent mass customizers present, display and promote the 

product/service in a standardized way, but the product has been customized and tailored on 
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the customer’s needs beforehand, without the user even noticing (Gilmore and Pine 1997). 

This approach is quite intriguing, and it is especially successful when it is feasible to 

thoroughly directly observe customers’ behaviors. For this reason, it is crucial that the 

organization retains high degrees of customer closeness and knowledge of the customer 

base (Gilmore and Pine 1997).  

 

3.3.1 Understanding whether mass customization strategies are worth the investment 
 
The above-mentioned framework becomes very useful when a mass customization strategy 

needs to be designed and introduced within the organization. Fairly, mass customization 

strategies are customized as well; there is no one-size-fits-all solution. Hence the company 

should first understand what the advantages of this typology of strategy are and which 

organizational and financial issues need to be addressed.  

First of all, mass customization is just pointless and resource consuming if there is no 

unique customer value added. Customer sensitivity (not only to the product value, but also 

to price changes) is a crucial dimension to understand, in particular under the sacrifice gap 

perspective (Hart 1995), in order to identify those peculiar needs that the customer cares 

about but he/she is momentarily giving up and create an individual niche offer.  

Then, the competitive environment plays a major role in either enhancing or weakening the 

mass customization strategy (Hart 1995). For instance, a first mover advantage would help 

in obtaining market shares and increasing the company’s reputation, or a situation of 

economic uncertainty might increase the instability of demand, therefore creating 

opportunities for customized goods.  

Once these external factors (or players) have been analyzed, it is the turn of the 

organizational perspective, namely: is the company ready for a change in the internal 

processes? And if yes, does the organization have the necessary financial resources to 

sustain it? And in terms of people, are the employees and the teams involved in the 

processes ready and equipped with the right skills and competences?  

This last organizational perspective concerns not only process amenability problems and 

challenges, but also leadership and more cultural changes that are going to incur in the case 

of a newly integrated mass customization strategy (Hart 1995), and it is crucial that all 
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levels of the organization understand implications, advantages and potential drawbacks 

beforehand.  

 

3.3.2 Implementing mass customization strategies 
 
Once the organizational, financial and competitive scenarios have been analyzed and the 

mass customization concept understood and considered worth the investment, the company 

can move on to the implementation phase. Pine described in his work titled “Mass 

customizing products and services” in 1993 five main methods for implementing mass 

customization and they are listed below. 

The first method that a company could choose focuses on the service component of the 

value proposition. Pine (1993) states that it is possible to maintain a standardized product 

and leave the customization phase to the final steps (marketing and delivery) by adding 

extra features, offering different combinations of products from the same family or line, 

giving special individual attention to the customer during the purchase etc., depending upon 

what the customer values the most. Basically, this method reminds of the mass production 

system with the addition of customized services only at the end of the process (Pine 1993).  

The next implementation method is derived from the basic self-service concept and it relies 

on the mass production of customized services and products that are able to adjust and adapt 

themselves to the customers’ needs (Pine 1993). A clear and simple example is an electronic 

database, where users select relevant information, which are gathered and delivered by the 

database owner in a standardized way, but then interpreted, understood, criticized and used 

by customers in an infinite number of ways.  

A third way to implement mass customization strategies is by focusing on the point-of-

delivery, allowing customers to express themselves and leading the previous processes 

which are performed on the spot (Pine 1993). Obviously, this approach requires production 

and delivery systems to be highly integrated and able to interact fast and efficiently. 

Another method described by Pine (1993) is based on the concept of time-based competition 

on high responsiveness rates, in order to beat competitors, accelerate new product 

development activities and increase customer satisfaction rates.  

The last method is based on modularization and for the purpose of this discussion is also the 

most interesting. Pine (1993) assesses that through different configurations of components, 
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which are loosely coupled and interact through specified interfaces, it is possible to achieve 

high degrees of mass production and customization while taking advantage of economies of 

scale and scope.  

 

 

3.4 Conclusion 
 
 
Modularization techniques, as seen in the previous chapter, hold the potential for greater 

speed to market, economies of substitutability and greater innovation rates to name a few, 

and according to the previous discussion, could lead to high degrees of mass customization. 

However, there are some potential drawbacks to take into account: firstly, following an 

engineering principle, the greater the number of products and potential configurations, the 

greater the modularization advantage in terms of mass customization (Pine 1993). This 

means that with not enough components and modules, costs would just increase and not 

justify a modularization strategy. Secondly, highly modularized sets may be perceived as 

similar to each other, therefore decreasing company’s reputation and influencing the brand 

perceptions (Pine 1993). 

Finally, as expressed previously in chapter 1 (Literature Review), the modularity trap and 

innovation inertia are always behind the corner and in the case of mass customization also 

the variety trap plays a major role. In fact, being trapped in a vicious circle of increasing 

product variety, configurations, customized services etc., might lead more to confusion than 

real competitive advantages. This is the reason why the main recommendation to follow 

regards the presence or not of a need for mass customization: a company needs to customize 

only where it counts, providing unique value and avoiding unnecessary complexity and 

additional costs.  
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III. ANALYSIS 
 

1. MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES: INDUSTRY OVERVIEW AND 
BUSINESS MODEL ANALYSIS 

 

 

1.1 Introduction 
 

The first topic to take into consideration is the historical path of management consulting 

services as a professional industry. In fact, as the reader will see through the following 

chapter, the historical successful development is the main reason behind the lack of change 

in terms of common practices and business models. The second chapter goes into details 

regarding the business model and the challenges imposed by the technological introductions 

and need for continuous innovation. This will lead to the second part of the analysis, which 

will go into details in terms of knowledge management and mass customization, in order to 

depict modularization strategies within management consulting services.  

 

1.1.1 Management consulting services industry: historical development 
 

The consulting services industry is one of the largest and most relevant services industries 

across different countries with geographical and demographical differences, but generally 

following the same trends and development patterns. 

Consulting services started taking the shape of professionalism during the late nineteenth 

century in the United States, with a focus on management consulting services (Payne 1986), 

and then it spread worldwide by the early 1920s. The first proper consulting company 

appears to be Arthur D. Little, founded in 1866, but evidences of consulting services as a 

common practice of small groups of specialists are also found ere long (Payne 1986). 

Pioneers in consulting services like Arthur D. Little started their activities with a focus on 

specific fields, such as technical consulting services, and then moved to management when 

the potential and power of the business model became clear and evident.  

During the economic boom between the 1950s and 1960s the industry grew exponentially, 

reaching revenues in the order of billions in U.S. (Payne 1986) thanks to the proliferation of 

new businesses, internationalization strategies and the growth of private and public 
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investments. By 1970s the consulting services industry was established and recognized, 

leading also to the arising of competition and consequently diversification of consulting 

services into specific areas of expertise (Payne 1986). 

Literature about the development of consulting services however began to manifest itself 

only years later. Armenakis and Burdg wrote one of the first books on the matter in 1988 

but the focus is on the customers’ selection process of the right consulting service rather 

than consulting services business models per se.  

The recent growing interest in professional service firms (PSFs) and internal organizational 

issues is due to the extensive literature finally available on knowledge management and the 

concept of knowledge economy (Engwall and Kipping 2013). The core business of 

consulting services companies relies on delivering valuable knowledge through highly 

skilled professionals or experts within the field of interest. The most crucial asset of 

consulting firms is the human resource one, and therefore they resemble “soft 

bureaucracies” (Engwall and Kipping 2013) rather than traditional corporate organizations, 

with high levels of attention paid on recruitment processes, reputation and tacit knowledge.  

The relevance of knowledge management has also had an impact on other industries, 

leading to the establishment of in-house consulting divisions within the mother company, 

increasing the level of expertise and diversifying the range of services provided by the 

proper consulting services companies.  

 

1.1.2 Industry profile and analysis  
 

According to an industry profile published by MarketLine in January 2015, the European 

management and marketing consultancy market grew by 3.9% in 2014 (considered period 

2010-2014) and it is expected to keep growing throughout the considered forecast period 

(2014-2019) reaching a total increase of 22.9%, compared to the previous decade. The 

countries that contributed the most to the European market are the UK and Germany 

(MarketLine 2015). 

The management consultancy market is clearly segmented into five main categories: 

operations management, which accounts for the 33.0% of the market’s total value, followed 

by information technology, corporate strategy, human resources management and other 

(MarketLine 2015). 
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The best way to describe features and potential threats of the (European) management and 

marketing consulting market is through a Five Forces analysis. As stated by MarketLine 

(January 2015), buyer power, supplier power and substitutes represent a significant risk for 

current players, while rivalry and new entrants are relatively moderate threats.  

Buyers power is especially crucial given the peculiar relationship between consultants and 

clients: the relationship is based on a contract which lasts for the duration of the specific 

project, but the ability to work together, accomplish goals and implement the solution 

offered (and potentially sign new contracts in the future) is entirely depending upon trust 

and reliability. Relationships with clients are built through personal formal and, most 

importantly, informal interactions. Therefore, the risk of losing an important bid because of 

misunderstandings, lack of trust and personal conflicts is always behind the corner.  

Suppliers’ power and influence are also quite relevant in the industry (MarketLine 2015). 

Management consulting suppliers are generally Information and Communication 

Technology systems providers, which offer, along with the initial contract, after sale 

support, maintenance and updates. In case of a change in the supply chain, switching costs 

are extremely high because the change would require an entire restructuring of the in-house 

systems and practices (MarketLine 2015). Substitution is also a real threat, because of the 

in-house consulting trend coming especially from well-established companies, which as 

clients for the consulting firm would represent an important name in the portfolio in terms 

of reputation and trustworthiness. These large organizations manifest the need for 

continuous consultancy advice and analysis; therefore they often rather invest in internal 

trainings, new divisions and in-house consultants. 

The relevance of reputation in this industry is the reason why new entrants do not really 

represent a major threat: first of all, the need for management advice is so widespread that it 

becomes relatively easy to find a market niche and specialize without competing with the 

historically large consulting companies; and secondly, new entrants do not represent a threat 

for bigger companies because of the lack of a proven track of success in their (often short) 

past, hence they lack that level of reputation required by large and important customers 

approaching a consulting company (MarketLine 2015). 

Finally, rivalry is considered moderate in this analysis by MarketLine (January 2015) 

because of the low exit costs (namely, low cost of failure) and the never-ending 

opportunities for niche/industry/geographic specialization. 
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1.2 Business model and common practices: today’s scenario 
 

The reason why consulting services are nowadays spread worldwide and become more and 

more crucial in determining strategies and solving organizational issues relies in the fact that 

companies do not own or master the necessary expertise and capacity to solve problems, and 

therefore they seek advice externally (Engwall and Kipping 2013).  

In fact, with high levels of competition, different market sizes, diversification strategies, 

technological innovation and so on and so forth, it is very unlikely that a single company is 

able to keep under control and monitor every aspect of the business. Furthermore, they do 

not hold the necessary amount of material and immaterial resources (considering also time) 

to analyse the problem, conduct theoretical and empirical research, formulate and 

implement a solution, evaluate the results. Professional consultants intervene within this 

scenario, tackling business problems and providing solutions for the client, by using 

theoretical frameworks, extensive research, armies of data analysts, access to databases and 

IT systems and highly skilled specialists, depending on the peculiarities of the company 

client or the field in which the customer is doing business.  

According to various industry reports the key aspects leading the growth appear to be the 

followings: maturity of technological marketplaces, with easily identifiable top players and 

competitors; complex IT, operational, organizational systems and models to be implemented 

which require professional support; and more importantly the need for increasing efficiency 

and effectiveness in managing stakeholders, competition, internal processes and assets.  

Consulting services are not limited to general management consulting. A number of smaller 

firms, with dedicated teams and experts, are increasingly specializing in more detailed 

services and professional assistance. The industry is then divided into areas such as 

logistical consulting, IT consulting, technical consulting, environmental consulting, 

consulting services for public institutions, marketing consulting, economic consulting and 

so on.  

 

1.2.1 Organizational structure and typologies of consulting contracts 
 

Consulting firms are usually hierarchically organized in the form of partnerships (Anand, 

Gardner and Morris 2007). Generally, the internal organizational structure (without 

considering administrative and support divisions) consists of, starting from the lower level, 
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analysts, consultants, manager or senior consultants, senior managers, partners and senior 

partners (Anand, Gardner and Morris 2007).  

Browsing through different consulting companies’ websites (Big Three consulting 

companies’ websites), it is possible to define the major responsabilities of each category. 

Analysts, who are usually business graduates with low work experience but high ambitions 

and excellent academic background, are the ones responsible for the primary research, the 

analysis of the industry and the company clients and the presentation of the results to 

consultants and managers. According to the specific consulting company, analysts have 

different degrees of involvment in the consulting project and different exposure to 

networking activities and formal meetings. Analysts (or business analysts) are in simpler 

terms the researchers in charge of gathering all the preliminary relevant information that 

consultants will then use to draw and solve the business problem. The time spent as business 

analysts within a consulting company varies between two and three years, and at that point 

the next position is as consultant.  

Consultants, if coming from outside the company, are MBA or PhD graduates or 

professional with some relevant work experience. They are the ones in charge for the 

drawing of the business problem and the solution proposition. They respond to the manager 

of the practice area or division, and they have high exposure to the consulting project as 

well as continuous interactions with clients, even though with a case-based purpose. 

Managers are the first in the hierarchy with some real managerial and leadership influence, 

keeping relationships with clients, advising consultants, expanding their specific expertise 

on the practice area and managing talents. After the role of manager, the rest of the positions 

are mainly covered through seniority and ability to retain clients, while the role of partner is 

detained by those who demonstrate and build exceptional capabilities and knowledge in one 

specific industry or business field, then creating an independent practice area.  

Within the same company there might be all sorts of practice areas comprehending the 

above mentioned roles, where the only ones that have exposures on a rotating basis on all 

the divisions are the more junior positions. As evident, this typology of organization 

develops by developing its member (Anand, Gardner and Morris 2007) and therefore 

ambition and self-branding are crucially important in order to survive the common “up-or-

out” tournament system.  
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A distiction that is important to underline is the difference between practice groups and 

project teams. The former ones are stable communities part of the organizational structure 

and are formed by workers sharing similar interests, backgrounds or clientele, while the 

latter ones are ad hoc teams assembled for the purpose of the consulting project and then 

dissolved at the end of the assignment (Anand, Gardner and Morris 2007).  

With the term assignment we define the practical ways the consulting project is structured in 

activities, tasks, reponsabilities, set of objectives, resources needed and price to be paid 

(Kubr 2002). The consulting assignment is then confirmed and approved with the signing of 

the consulting contract.  

The common case-based consulting contract is however not the only option available for 

clients seeking consulting advice. Another typology of contract is called retainer (either 

generalist, with consultants simply following the company’s activities and indentifying 

improvement opportunities, or specialist, namely with a focus on a business area) and it 

consists on the advance purchase of a defined amount of time to be used for consulting 

purposes (Kubr 2002). In simpler terms, instead of buying the specific consulting project, 

the client buys time (e.g. a few hours at the end of each quarter to review the company’s 

performance) and the business problems, if any, will arise and be discussed from time to 

time. A second option is the framework contract, where consultants are hired not for a 

specific amount of billable hours, but over a period of time (e.g. a business quarter).  

All the previous options are ways to simplify the assignment process and take advantage of 

consultants’ expertise for a longer amount of time and they are especially popular among 

large companies (Kubr 2002). It is also interesting to notice that consultants may also be 

permanent members of committees or personal advisors to managers. 

 

1.2.2 Management consulting services industry: traditional business model 

No matter what the area of interest is, the key resources for a consulting company are people 

and knowledge. The way consulting services companies work has not changed in the past 

century: the business model relies on sending skilled and reputable consultants into 

organizations for a certain definite amount of time, in order to gain insights on the business 

the client is conducting, getting in contact with people involved and eventually recommend 

a solution for the problem they are facing (Christensen, Wang and Van Bever 2013). 
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This kind of business model does not require high fixed investments; therefore resource 

allocation is relatively of minimum importance, while human capital is crucial.  

What has been leading management consulting services as a fundamental and critical 

industry in the perceptions of many different industries and businesses is the assumption 

that consultants know better. Having access to extensive databases, skilled employees and 

experts in the areas of interest, powerful networks and assets, consultants have acquired the 

status of experts and specialists, even when at the end of the day the information and data 

gathered come from ad-hoc and sometimes temporary research. 

Browsing through companies’ websites the common phrases describing the business models 

are related to analytical professional skills towards reaching data driven solutions and 

recommendations, with post internal support to support the organizational change required 

and improve results (Smarter Companies 2013).  

Adopting the terms used by Deragon in an article published online in 2013, management 

consulting firms can be considered as “factories of knowledge for sale” and as knowledge 

intensive business services they belong to the broader category of KIBS previously 

introduced.  

Knowledge is intangible by definition and in most of the cases – within management 

consulting - tacit, especially when it comes to high levels of individuals and single 

capabilities involvement. Knowledge is a result of information gatherings, namely 

collections of numerical and non-numerical data whilst being able to understand the 

underlying relations among information and critically selecting the relevant one. Producing 

knowledge is the next consequent step, and it relies on understanding not only the relevance 

and the relation among different pieces of information, but also being able to identify 

patterns and trends (Griffiths and Remenyi 2008). Management consulting services have 

historically used this kind of knowledge to understand where the business project under 

exam was going and what the next steps were in order to obtain higher profits and 

professional success. For these reasons, knowledge management within management 

consulting services is especially relevant in terms of reaching and maintaining competitive 

advantages and leadership position in the market.  

The common practice in order to be always up to date, follow (and potentially lead in the 

desired direction) the market trends and manage change dynamics has historically been the 

acquisition of new sets of skills and capabilities (namely, in the long term, new knowledge) 
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on the market through heavy and intense recruitment techniques. Another way to expand the 

current knowledge base and acquire new skills is through the creation and development of 

new specialized practice areas.  

Regarding the challenging distinction between tacit and explicit knowledge, the 

transformation of intangible knowledge in tangible assets has been primarily focusing so far 

on the production of reports, market analysis, research papers, eventually available for sale 

at a specific price, and on the organization of ad-hoc events, such as conferences and 

debates open to professionals and subject to fees or subscriptions.  

However, as pointed out by the Harvard Business Review article taken as the starting point 

for this discussion, the business model requires some changes in order to be able to face 

today’s challenges and be able to keep competing. This is critically true especially in terms 

of knowledge management and the ability to transfer tacit and explicit knowledge within the 

boundaries of the organization and share knowledge with external actors.  

 

 

1.3 Management consulting services industry: today’s challenges 
 

1.3.1 The digitalization era and data accessibility: the need for wisdom 
 

The basic assumption that consultants are perceived as professionals who know better is 

however changing (Smarter Companies 2013). The digitalization era is consequently 

introducing new trends and ways of doing, especially when it comes to exchanging and 

sharing knowledge. In fact, knowledge does not need to be for sale anymore. Through the 

Internet, databases and libraries, information becomes more and more accessible, and 

usually without fees or subscriptions. Even seeking advices from other networks and experts 

from the other side of the world is possible by simply joining communities and browsing 

industry specific websites.  

The change that we are observing is mainly with regards to the perceptions of added value 

(Smarter Companies 2013). Corporations do business trying to create value not only for the 

shareholders, but also for the entire social community and the surrounding environment; the 

channel and media partners are not limited anymore to governments and traditional media, 

but are expanding to open digital groups and networks, increasing (or decreasing) the 
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intrinsic value of the brand and the global brand awareness. Value creation is not about 

recommending solutions through applied knowledge, but providing networks of intangible 

capital, whilst the value proposition cannot be limited anymore to “smart giving answers”, 

but what people seeking advice are looking for now is “smart empowering you” with the 

right tools and support (Deragon 2013).  

To summarize, people are in need of wisdom (Deragon 2013) more than mere knowledge, 

which is now easily accessible and democratized thanks to the advent of digitization. 

Wisdom, in fact, always following the definition given by Deragon in 2013, identifies the 

ability to understand the principles that are guiding knowledge (i.e. patterns and trends) and 

transforming it into useful skills in a long-term perspective.  

 

1.3.2 Innovation management within consulting firms: knowledge creation is the 
key 
 

Threats to the traditional model do not come only from the digitalization trend, they also 

arise in terms of differentiation and capacity of continuously innovating. Living nowadays 

in a knowledge based economy, the focus of innovation needs to shift to organizational 

elements rather than on material outputs (Anand, Gardner and Morris 2007). These 

organizational elements under analysis are systems, processes and people, namely as 

instances the relevance of codification and protocols and the importance of individual 

expertise and talent management.  

As previously introduced, management consulting services rely on knowledge as core 

product and personnel expertise as main asset and source of sustainable competitive 

advantage. Thus, the question is: how to create knowledge based innovation in this dynamic 

context?  

The answer lies in the peculiar organizational structure of management consulting firms. In 

fact, general management consulting organizations follow the partnership structure, 

meaning that the top management is represented by partners, who are not only responsible 

for the company’s overall management, but also for a specific area of expertise, called 

practice area (Anand, Gardner and Morris 2007). This means that different practice areas are 

run by independent partners and operated by different groups of professionals who respond 

to the partner in charge. Each partner knows his/her own market and clients portoflio, 
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resulting in a very dispersed distribution of power where personal reputation and influence 

count more than anything else.  

On top of this peculiar structure, also the tournament system contributes towards generating 

our answer to the innovation question. In fact, the typical career path in a management 

consulting company follows the “up or out” pattern (Anand, Gardner and Morris 2007). A 

newly promoted partner has to build his/her own practice area and create a group of 

professionals to manage and a clients portfolio to rely on.  

In conclusion, the typical innovation process is executed through the creation and 

development of new practice areas (Anand, Gardner and Morris 2007). Innovation is done 

by differentiating, according to new market requirements, trends, and categories of clients.  

As a process, the knowledge based innovation creation is rather interesting, especially 

considering that, following the Harvard Business Review article, we are about to face a 

disruptive age where traditional models will not be valid and successful anymore, including 

with high chances also the innovation model, which may need to focus also on different 

innovative ways of delivering the outputs rather than on creating new areas where the 

delivery process is tailored on the customer, but still substantially unchanged. 

 

1.3.3 Uncertainty management and uncertain clients 
 

The general assumption is that consultants know better (or at least they have access to better 

information) and they are hired to tackle business problems and propose a solution along 

with an implementation plan. Measuring the added value for the company client and the 

consultants’ performance is however not that simple, due to the reason that results usually 

manifest themsemves much later (than the invoice) and the personal relationship between 

consultant and clients plays a major role.  

As expressed by Pemer and Werr (2013), the customer faces three main typologies of 

uncertainties when dealing with a consulting project.  

The first kind of uncertainty regards performance measurement: taking the client’s 

perspective, it becomes very difficult to judge and evaluate skills and competences in an 

industry where there is no institutionalization of the profession (only private and voluntary 

associations) and where entry barriers are so low that new consulting companies with no 

experience and proven track of record arise every day (Pemer and Werr 2013). Additionally, 
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the intangible nature of the output defines the difficulty in measuring the exact value in the 

short and most importantly long term.  

A second type of uncertainty would be the relational uncertainty, meaning the risk of 

opportunistic behaviours by the consultants (Pemer and Werr 2013). In fact, a consulting 

project often requires the disclosure of confidential information and sensitive data, which, if 

in wrong hands, might compromise the company’s business and competitive advantage. 

Being the relationship between the consultant and the client based on personal formal and 

informal interactions, it is then extremely important that the client trusts the consultant and 

is willing to disclose any information could result useful for the project, while the consultant 

behaves ethically. 

Another category of uncertainty regards mainly the internal structure and organizational 

culture of the company which is about to hire consultants, and it is called psychosocial 

uncertainty (Pemer and Werr 2013). This kind of uncertainty is embedded in the 

organizational culture and in the practices of the organization involved, and the intensity 

depends upon employees’ willingness to disclose information, employees’ perception of 

consultants, employees’ self-esteem and understanding of the business problem (Pemer and 

Werr 2013). In fact, accepting a team of consultants within the office is not always that 

easy, especially if employees fear a change of power and potentially a restructuring of the 

company, or if the image of consultants as experts is not shared among all the internal 

departments involved.  

 

1.3.4 Measuring performance and service quality: key dimensions 
 
A direct consequence of perceived uncertanties is the necessity of defining parameters to 

measure the performance offered and the dimensions that qualify a management consulting 

service worth the final invoice.  

A very detailed framework is offered by Benazic and Ozretic ́ Došen (2012), who summarize 

the key dimensions to take into consideration as the service potential, service process and 

service result. Service potential consists of factors such as technology modernity and 

suitability of methodologies offered by the consulting company which should be not only up 

to date but also relevant and matching the client organizational requirements. Additionally, 

professional competences and skills offered in defining the problem and implementing the 
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solution, teamwork capabilities, oral and written presentation skills etc., are major features 

of a reliable and valuable service (Benazic and Ozretic ́ Došen 2012). The second key 

dimension in determining the quality of the service is service process, meaning, for instance, 

timeliness and effectiveness of the service, adherence to schedules and plans, completeness 

and accuracy of information provided and delivered, clarity in defining tasks and 

responsibilities (Benazic and Ozretic ́ Došen 2012). Thirdly, service result is analyzed and 

measured taking into consideration the degree of implementation of the offered solution and 

the degree of accomplishment of identified goals and targets (Benazic and Ozretic ́ Došen 

2012). 

All these dimensions with their related components contribute to the definition of quality of 

the service and, if all positive, might lead to future contracts and stronger long term 

relationships.  

 

To conclude, nowadays the typical management consulting business model is facing 

different kinds of threats and challenges. The advent of the Internet and the accessibility of 

data and knowledge is eroding the historical information asymmetry among consultants and 

customers, the traditional innovation process being based on the creation of new practice 

areas by newly promoted partners is becoming obsolete due to the need for different 

delivery processes rather than areas of expertise and, finally, the common perception of 

consultants as experts is being questioned and even sometimes feared. Threats can be 

overcome by guaranteeing the highest service quality on the market, but the intangible 

nature of the service and the role of immaterial variables with the centrality of people as 

major assets make the industry very exposed to trust and reputation issues. 

 

 

2. IS THE INDUSTRY MODULARIZED? LITERATURE OVERVIEW IN THE 
CONTEXT OF MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES 

 

2.1 Introduction 
 

First of all, we follow the definition of business model given by Osterwalder, et al. (2010), 

which describes business models as depictions of the rationale of how a company creates, 
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delivers and captures value. In the book “Business Model Generation: A Handbook for 

Visionaires, Game Changers and Challengers” (2010) the authors state it is possible to 

visualize the business model through nine blocks that represent the main areas of the 

business. The nine blocks are: customer segments, value proposition, channels, customer 

relationships, revenue stream, key resources, key activities, key partnerships and cost 

structure (Osterwalder, et al. 2010).  

What is relevant for our discussion is especially the blocks called “key activities” and “key 

resources” which basically represent the internal processes adopted to deliver the output and 

the resources consumed throughout the process.  

The structure of this sub-chapter is the following: first, the management consulting 

tradtional business process is described through a five-phases framework, which will be 

analyzed under a knowledge management perspective; then, the mass customization point of 

view is introduced in order to assess the degree of mass customization of consulting 

services. Finally, modularization theories will be taken into account with the purpose of 

identifying relations with the business field and assess the embedded degree of modularity.  

 

 

2.2 The management consulting process 
 

For the purpose of our discussion, a simple five-phases framework is introduced (Table 2, 

Appendix). The framework proposed is part of a well renowned book in the industry, titled 

“Management Consulting: A Guide to the Profession” and written by Milan Kubr in 2002. 

This five-phases model is interesting for this research for two reasons: firstly, it is rather 

generic, meaning it holds the power to be applied on a number of organizational structures 

and contexts; secondly, the process is presented as linear and subsequently divided into sub-

phases which become suitable for the identification of service modularization theories with 

management consulting service practices. Additionally, being this study a purely theoretical 

research based on secondary data, no primary data have been collected, meaning that a 

model focused on a single company case or geographical area would be unsuitable and 

limitative of the scope of the research. 
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First of all, we define as consulting process the defined set of activities and steps necessary 

in order to achieve the set of objectives pre-determined by the client (Kubr 2002). 

The first preliminary phase is called Entry and it consists of first contacts and conversations 

between the client and the consultant, having as a result the negotiation and the preparation 

of the proper consulting contract (Kubr 2002). In order to reach the signing of the consulting 

contract, the assignment needs to be planned, prepared and agreed upon. Even though this is 

a merely preparatory phase, it is crucial that the quality of the work done is the highest, 

since this will represent the foundations for the subsequent phases (Kubr 2002). The Entry 

phase is a stage that requires high levels of personal commitment and interactions among 

clients and consultants, in order to build a level of mutual trust, manage the negotiation 

phase and win the contract bid, since it is also very likely that the client has previously 

contacted other consulting companies.  

The second phase, Diagnosis phase, is where the real cooperation between client and 

consultant takes place. In fact, during this stage the company client is analyzed in order to 

understand and criticize performance, resources, organizational culture, needs and so on and 

so forth (Kubr 2002). The summary of the analysis is the basis for the action proposal, 

which will be offered later on. 

As seen in a previous chapter, trust is everything when it comes to building a strong 

relationship and under this perspective the Diagnosis phase is the most delicate one. Not 

only the individual who hired the consulting team, but also the entire organization (with 

limitations to the scope of the consulting assignment) needs to be willing to disclose 

relevant information and to accept the consulting team within the office.  

Additionally, Diagnosis represents a challenging stage also in terms of fact-finding and fact-

diagnosis. These two activities are very often underestimated and lead to time and resource 

waste when the screening and analysis of facts is not thoroughly focused only on the 

relevant information (Kubr 2002). 

After the Diagnosis phase, the real practical work starts with the Action Planning phase, 

which by the end will result in an action proposal (i.e. solution to the business problem). 

The fourth phase purely consists of searching for the best solution and implementation plan, 

by analyzing and working on different options (Kubr 2002). This is the most creative and 

hectic step, where personal expertise and backgrounds become especially valuable, while at 
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the same time being extremely practical, rigorous and systematic, by keeping under control 

timelines, purpose to achieve and feasibility of alternatives.  

Once the client has accepted the action proposal and the implementation plan has been 

scheduled, the Implementation phase (phase number five) can start. This is the moment of 

truth, where unforeseen issues might arise and need to be addressed by changing and 

adjusting the implementation plan and, most importantly, by fighting potential internal 

resistance (Kubr 2002).  

The last step of the consulting process is called Termination and it determines the final 

moment of assessment and evaluation of performance, suitability of adopted approaches, 

results achieved and value added for the company client (Kubr 2002). During this stage the 

consulting project is measured under different criteria, such as the three key dimensions 

(service potential, service process and service result) previously discussed, and if 

satisfactory might create opportunities for future contracts and collaborations.  

Obviously, phases could overlap or even be missing according to the specific consulting 

assignment and typology of relationship between client and consultant. In fact, in the case of 

long term relationship, the first phase (Entry) could be very short since the negotiation phase 

is much easier, given the long term trustworthy relationship or given already existing 

agreements between the parties, or non existent at all. Also the Diagnosis phase becomes 

less relevant for this assignment, since the consultant already knows the client company and 

does not need to gather the same kind of information as for a brand new consulting project. 

The previous was a simple example of phases simplification and shortening, but the list of 

situations is potentially unlimited.  

 

2.2.1 Managerial implications for knowledge management systems and business 
processes 

 
As seen in Chapter II (Literature Review) in the sub-chapter dedicated to the knowledge 

management literature (number one), knowledge management is especially critical for those 

companies belonging to the category of Knowledge Intensive Business Services (Huggins 

2011), which in turn management consulting services are. The reason is very simple: 

knowledge is the core of the value proposition to customers, constituting not only the 

output, but, most importantly, the input too.  
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At a business strategy level, it has already been expressed how companies must match their 

own business strategy of choice with the knowledge management strategy (Hansen, Nohria 

and Tierney 1999). The two options are personalization and codification, which could also 

overlap as long as the organization strongly pursues one as main strategy and the other as 

supporting strategy. Personalization and codification are also of different importance in 

different phases and situations as developed by Ambos and Schlegelmilch (2009).  

Taking as a starting point the internal business processes described in the previous sub-

chapter, it is possible to understand how influential knowledge management practices and 

techniques are. The following analysis identifies the relevance of knowledge management 

during each phase and under both knowledge management strategies (personalization and 

codification) in order to understand differences and similarities in the approach. 

 

The first phase, Entry, is characterized by high levels of personal interactions in order to 

build mutual trust and a potential long-term relationship with the client. During this stage, 

sub-processes and activities related to the preparation of the assignment and the contract are 

relatively standardized and follow the company’s procedures and policies. For now it is a 

matter of convincing the client about the suitability of the team and the company in solving 

the business problem and negotiating the contractual details. Since this phase is not 

knowledge intensive, the choice between personalization and codification does not influence 

the process. 

Once the Diagnosis phase starts, internal knowledge management becomes particularly 

crucial. Not only analysts, consultants, team leaders and managers are exposed to 

knowledge codification challenges, but also to personal knowledge sharing issues. In fact, 

this is the stage where information are gathered and selected as relevant for the analysis and 

this activity is the result of a tenacious teamwork. People need to interact with each other 

either through formal settings and approaches or more informal contexts. Thus, there is a 

constant exchange of tacit and explicit knowledge that needs to be managed in order to not 

drown in huge amount of information that might not be relevant towards the business case 

to solve. Knowledge accessibility at different levels and codification are of high importance 

in order to ease the process. The information and knowledge stored in company’s libraries, 

databases and computer systems need to be organized and managed at a strategic level 
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beforehand, in order to allow employees to browse and select efficiently the data, being able 

at the same time to customize the approach to the research.   

Moreover, during the Diagnosis phase consulting teams and clients work together, sharing 

perspectives, knowledge and documentation. Under this point of view, consultants must be 

able not only to share knowledge with their customers, but also interpret and absorb 

knowledge from the client. This is a key capability for successful consultants, and it is tied 

to the absorptive capacity of the company they work for.  

In this context, the dichotomy personalization/codification determines the way this process 

is conducted, especially in terms of predominance of ad hoc research and teamwork versus 

standardized knowledge gathering and analysis tools. For example, in the case of 

personalization, the amount of time spent with the client would be longer and the typology 

of information gathered would be primarily on the field or highly case based. On the other 

side, with codification the team would work with tools, frameworks, databases, and 

previous cases that are rather standard. The adjustment and adaption of such research will 

take place at later stages. 

After the Diagnosis phase comes the Action Planning phase, which is the activity focused 

on searching for the optimum alternative to solve the business problem. During this process, 

brainstorming and collaborative activities take place, in order to analyze the case under as 

many perspectives and angles as possible and reach a feasible tailored solution. Here, again 

knowledge transfer systems play a major role in determining the success of the project. 

Formal language requirements, trainings, models and frameworks represent all ways to 

unify the team and ease the Action Planning phase. Both in the case of personalization and 

codification, at this stage, the tailoring of the solution is of high importance and it represents 

the core activity of the consulting process.  

The Implementation and Termination phases require on the other hand intense knowledge 

codification systems. The former (Implementation) regards the company client that needs to 

integrate the solution proposed and prepare for a potential organizational change. The latter 

(Termination) concerns the internal codification of knowledge (within the consulting firm) 

in order to enrich and expand the knowledge base and tools and allow consultants in the 

future to access the newly produced knowledge and to some extent reuse it. In these last 

phases, both strategies for knowledge management require high degrees of codification 

capabilities and advanced codification systems in place.  
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To conclude the discussion on knowledge management within management consulting 

services, tacit and explicit knowledge creation and sharing represent the core internal 

activities. As already stated in this paper, the human intellectual assets, namely people 

involved in the process, hold the key to successful knowledge management activities. Only 

those organizations that are able to transform such human assets into valuable and unique 

outputs can be considered Intelligent Enterprises (Quinn 1992). The choice of strategy 

(personalization versus codification) implies the implementation of different knowledge 

management systems and focuses the attention on different sections of the processes. 

However, it does not influence the degree of intensity of knowledge management. Thus, as 

already foreseen in the literature review about KIBS, it is possible to state that, also under 

the business processes analysis, management consulting services are knowledge-intensive.  

 

 

2.3 Mass customization: literature overview and managerial implications 
 

As introduced in the Literature Review section, mass customization is a strategic approach 

that allows for low cost production and differentiation advantages at the same time, by 

keeping processes and internal activities stable, but flexible and responsive (Pine 1993). 

However, mass customization is a valuable strategy only when it offers unique and difficult 

to imitate value for the customer.  

In the specific case of management consulting services, tailored solutions are the core of the 

value proposition offered to customers and customer satisfaction is the ultimate goal of the 

business strategy. Nowadays, consulting companies are of high importance in the business 

environment and as a consequence corporations are getting bigger and bigger, not only in 

terms of geographical reach, but also in organizational size and range of services offered. 

Thus, it seems natural that customization is more challenging that in the past, and for this 

reason the management level must be able to address and implement suitable corporate 

strategies to maintain efficiency and effectiveness of processes.  

In fact, policies, systems, protocols and processes are fully specified and followed 

thoroughly, not only to ensure fair working conditions and customer management, but also 

to guarantee responsiveness and flexibility. 
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All these conditions are closely linked to the mass customization features and purposes, 

even though mass customization theories are traditionally exploited in the product industry 

rather than the service one.  

Additionally, the primary resource utilized by management consulting services is 

information. Through pieces of information consultants are able to build an analysis, define 

a problem and draw a solution plan. Information (ultimately transformed into knowledge) is 

also the output of the consulting process, the product/service offered to the client and 

information is the most mass customized commodity by definition (Pine 1993). Once 

information is produced and stored, it can be accessed by anyone and used in an unlimited 

number of different ways.  

Thus, management consulting companies which rely on information and knowledge, not 

only for their core business, but also for internal management, cannot be considered as non 

mass customizers, since they are the users and the providers of the most customizable 

standard product.  

 

Not only key features, objectives and benefits are observable, but it is also possible to notice 

within consulting services three out of five of the implementation methods for mass 

customization described by Pine (1993). The use of one rather than the other is primarily 

depending upon the level of customer closeness and complexity of the specific case.  

Method number one relates to the customization of the outcome only at the final stages of 

the processes (Pine 1993). However, a mere final tailoring would not justify the cost and the 

resources invested by the client in the process. Additionally, it might appear like a rushed 

solution to the business problem rather than a case-based one. Thus, such method does not 

really apply to management consulting services.  

Instead, the second method based on the self-service concept where the output itself 

interacts with and adapt to the customer (Pine 1993) is trending in the current consulting 

scenario. Services like the production of reports, research, industry profile etc., that are 

available online on company’s website and subject to a fee or subscription are gaining more 

and more relevance. This typology of service recalls exactly the example of the electronic 

database made by Pine (1993) in his study. 

Finally, the third method (letting the customer express preferences and needs and leading 

the processes) represents exactly the consulting model, which is based on clients expressing 
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a problem and asking for a solution. In fact, the key to understand the relation between mass 

customization and management consulting is provided by the definition given by Hart 

(1995): mass customization allows companies to provide what customers want, whenever 

they want it and in any way they request it. And this is precisely the goal of a consulting 

team and the ultimate customer’s desire. This analysis is strictly related also to the fourth 

method, which is based on time-based competition, high responsiveness rates and increasing 

customer satisfaction (Pine 1993). Again, such goals and related activities belong to the 

consulting model and process.  

The last method introduced by Pine (1993) relates to modularization strategies. Pine (1993) 

states that it is possible to achieve high degrees of mass customization thanks to loosely 

coupled components and networks, whilst achieving both economies of scale and scope. 

From what has been seen so far, under a strategic perspective, modularity is part of the 

business model of management consulting, so it is possible to assess that also this method 

belongs to the consulting industry. However, this intrinsic modularity deserves further 

explanation; for this reason the next section focuses on the analysis of the embedded 

modularity of consulting services, in order to understand if such services hold the pre-

requisites and the potential for modularization (and for the exploitation of the fifth method). 

Nonetheless, at this stage it is possible to assess that, through the analysis of mass 

customization implementation methods and the intrinsic business model and competitive 

advantage pursued, management consulting services rely on intense degrees of mass 

customization, which is closely related also to modularization strategies. 

 

 

2.4 Modularized management consulting services: literature summary and 
evidence from practice 

 

Through the literature review on mass customization and the discussion on implementation 

methods, the theoretical linkage between such theory and modularization approaches is 

clear. However, it becomes necessary to further develop the relation with management 

consulting services.  
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The following discussion will now examine the modularization pre-requisites in the 

management consulting context in order to understand whether management consulting 

services hold in nature the potential for modularization. Under a strategic perspective, 

strategic advantages of modularization for consulting firms have already been discussed and 

assessed as matching. Hence the discussion focuses now on a more operational and 

structural level.  

The pre-requisites for modularization consist of the so-called PPKAs (Product, Process and 

Knowledge Architectures) and flexible platforms, namely those infrastructures based on 

product and process architectures that enable and facilitate interactions within the network 

(Voss and Hsuan 2009). 

Looking at the organizational structures and internal processes of a management consulting 

firm, it is possible to recognize such architectures and platforms. Given the nature of the 

service industry, only process and knowledge architectures are taken into account.  

The six pillars of architectural management (Sanchez 1999) mostly reflect the management 

consulting activities. The consulting game consisting of adding, removing, switching skills 

and competences can be identified as configurability thinking. The same can be said for the 

management of core competences and knowledge assets, which is perpetrated by the wise 

exploitation of architectures. Additionally, speed to market and responsiveness are 

undeniably considered as among the major competitive advantages in the industry, as well 

as the ability to address knowledge management and organizational learning as a continuous 

approach. Finally, strategic partitioning can be recognized within the business processes 

implemented, which are strategically decomposed into sub-processes (peculiar to the single 

organization) in order to reach cost rationalization, efficiency and flexibility of processes.  

One practical example could be the Entry phase that can be further decomposed into a 

system architecture of intertwined sub-processes (e.g. contract preparation and delimitation 

of the scope of the assignment) reaching the one-to-one mapping of functionalities and 

benefits.  

In conclusion, it looks like management consulting services are equipped in nature with the 

foundations for architectural management.  

 

Architectural management is proper to a wide range of industries (especially product) and 

organizations. However, it still does not imply a modularization strategy, which is achieved 
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only when there are 1) strategic partitioning of components and processes; 2) architectures 

allowing for variety and future technological change; and 3) component interfaces which are 

fully specified at the beginning of the development process allowing for standardization and 

substitutability for a certain amount of time (Sanchez 2002).  

Regarding the capability of architectures in allowing variety and technological change, 

management consulting services rely in the first place on variety of services provided in 

terms of diversified expertise, range of internal practice areas, and ability in facing always 

unique projects. Hence, the internal systems in place must allow for variety and change by 

default.  

Additionally, component interfaces are not only defined by the contract and the case 

assignment at the beginning of each project, but also they are specified, agreed upon and 

somehow standardized (while allowing for substitution) at the higher organizational level. 

Such interfaces are represented by protocols, internal policies, language requirements, social 

requirements, tools and frameworks used to communicate, IT systems that allow for 

coordination and communication.  Some of these interfaces are case-based, but the great 

majority is part of the organizational culture and business strategy pursued (see 

personalization and codification knowledge management strategies).  

As a result, it appears that the characteristics of the architectures of consulting services align 

with the structural features of modularization. 

 

Before moving on to service modularization literature and more specifically to the 

measurement of the degree of modularity, it is necessary to first re-define some of the 

literature concepts. In fact, in the service modularization literature, the basic units 

(components or modules) are called nodes, while interfaces are named linkages (Voss and 

Hsuan 2009). Such linkages are represented by flows of information and people involved in 

the service process (Voss and Hsuan 2009).  

In the case of management consulting industry this specific definition is quite challenging. 

Indeed, given the nature of the business, the people involved often act as both linkages and 

nodes, since people are not only those linkages responsible for the communication among 

nodes, but they also constitute the components which are being swapped, added and 

removed. This peculiarity is proper of many services, and it is also the reason why at times 

the delimitation of nodes and processes becomes shady and unclear in this literature topic.  
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For this reason, the basic unit under analysis becomes the business process, where in order 

to pursue a modularization strategy the processes need to be decomposed into repeatable, 

standardized and separated sub-processes. Standardizing and repeating people is clearly 

impossible, but what is feasible is the creation of a structured environment and a system of 

policies that drive such basic units (people) to behave in a predictable and repeatable way. 

This is exactly what happens within management consulting thanks to the aid of knowledge 

management systems and even recruitment processes that aim to the creation of teams of 

people with specific backgrounds, profile and ways of working in order to then control 

internal development processes and outcomes.  

 

After assessing the presence of such modular architectures and introducing the basic service 

modularity concepts, it is interesting now to understand the degree of such embedded 

modularity.  

Tools and models to measure the degree of modularity are few and limited especially to the 

product industry. However, an instrument that becomes rather relevant in this discussion on 

modularity of consulting services, under the perspective of mass customization and 

knowledge management, is the analysis developed by Tu, et al. (2004).  

In fact, in this research a concept that is especially relevant for the consulting industry is 

Customer Closeness. Even though being based on the product industry, the research 

demonstrates that the deeper the knowledge about customers, the higher the degree of mass 

customization and modularity. According to the study, Customer Closeness represents the 

pre-requisite for implementing and exploiting both mass customization and modularization 

(Tu, et al. 2004). Knowledge about customers, efficient communication, close contact and 

long-term relationships not only are considered as pre-requites for a successful consulting 

project, but also as a source of competitive advantage in the industry. The closer to the 

client the consultants are, the more mass customized and modularized the result is. 

Thus, it is possible to state that on a theoretical level (especially considering also the 

previous discussion on mass customization) consulting services respond positively to this 

research.  

Obviously, more mathematical tools (such as the Service Modularization Function by Voss 

and Hsuan, 2009) are applicable. Unfortunately, given the theoretically qualitative nature of 

this study, such tests are not feasible due to the need for empirical premises and quantitative 
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data. Furthermore, such a function needs to be studied thoroughly on an appropriate number 

of companies taking into consideration size of company, number of service families offered 

and peculiar processes. An empirical further research in this field is strongly recommended. 

However, what is possible to assess is the need for balance among unique core nodes and 

modularized repeatable ones. This balance is crucial in order for the firm to exploit different 

kinds of economies (namely, reducing costs and waste), whilst at the same time maintaining 

a differentiation advantage on the market. An imbalance in this scenario would lead to either 

unnecessary costs on one side or activities being easy to replicate by the competitors. 

To conclude, through this discussion on PPKAs, pre-requisites for modular architectural 

management and measurement of the degree of service modularity, the research assesses the 

presence of embedded modular architectures exposed to high degrees of modularity. 

 

 

2.5 Discussion 
 

As highlighted so far, management consulting services feature advanced knowledge 

management strategies and practices and highly tailored outputs combined with rather 

standard and repeatable internal business processes.  

As discussed in the literature review on product and service modularization, modularity 

defines the degree to which a system’s components can be separated and recombined 

(Schilling 2000) with the purpose of achieving high system flexibility, potential for variety 

and both economies of scale and scope. The key to obtain product and process modularity is 

through the co-existence of product and process architectures (Mikkola 2006) soon to be 

modular, namely strategically partitioned and with a priori fully specified interfaces. As 

expressed by Sanchez (2000), in order to achieve suitable process architectures, the 

information structure needs to be defined and developed at the strategic level with a top-

down approach, creating loosely coupled knowledge domains.  

To summarize, modularization can be seen as a strategic approach to achieve flexibility and 

cost reductions by reorganizing PPKAs in such a way that teams work in a concurrent and 

parallel manner while being self-managing, different kinds of economies are achievable (see 

economies of scale, scope and substitution) and knowledge domains are codified and to a 

certain level standardized. This applies also to the service industry, although with some 
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complications due to involvement of people and features of the service industry that do not 

always allow for generalizations and clear delimitations of modules and processes.  

The management consulting services industry is nowadays facing many challenges, which 

are addressed in diverse strategic ways. As stated by Clayton M. Christensen, Dina Wang 

and Derek Van Bever on the October 2013 issue of Harvard Business Review (see 

Introduction), modularization seems to be a suitable future approach towards improving and 

reinforcing the current business model.  

 

However, through this research something different and rather interesting emerged: 

management consulting services appear to be already modularized in nature and just 

missing a theoretical validation. Through the outline of business processes, the intensity of 

knowledge management is proven, whilst the mass customization theory is assessed through 

first the analysis of the business strategy and current model, and then with the identification 

of implementation methods.  

Given the theoretical studies on modularization, on a strategic level it is possible to see how 

consulting strategic choices reflect the concepts of modularization theories. The need for 

codified knowledge domains and the leveraging of variety, for example, are not only 

essential to successful modularization strategies, but they are also necessary components of 

every consulting organization. The presence of self-managing teams represents the core of 

the daily activities of management consulting firms, especially given the case-based nature 

of projects, reinforced by the common concept of dynamic teaming which reflects precisely 

Tu, et al. definition (i.e. the ability to reorganize workforce quickly and efficiently by 

adding, changing, removing components of it), along with Customer Closeness.  

Additionally, management consulting services manage, produce and deliver knowledge, 

which is the result of the manipulation of information. Information, as previously stated, 

represents the most mass customized standard product by definition (Pinne 1993), while 

mass customization represents the ultimate goal and the inner strategy pursued in the 

management consulting context. Mass customization can be achieved through 

modularization strategies, by exploiting flexibility and responsiveness of process and 

differentiation advantages.  

The path from management consulting services to modularity concepts now appears logical 

and confirmed by theoretical inputs: not only the foundations of modularity coincide with 
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the basis of management consulting services, but also the practices and techniques in place 

to achieve the pre-determined sets of objectives match, especially with regards to mass 

customization and knowledge management aspects.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 
 

1. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 

Knowledge management and mass customization theories and practical applications in the 

management consulting services industry represent the key to uncover modularization 

theories within the field.  

The generation, absorption, diffusion and codification of information and consequently 

knowledge would not be possible without smooth and fully specified knowledge sharing 

and codification strategies. Also, mass customization of consulting services defines the 

ultimate goal of consultants, who work towards reaching perfectly tailored and feasible 

solutions for the unique customer, by following internally rather standardized processes and 

policies in a timely fashion whilst ensuring responsiveness and flexibility.  

One of primary keys to achieve mass customization is the modularization approach. By 

looking at the organizational structure and the business processes implemented within a 

generic management consulting firm, it seems that the sequence of processes, the nodes 

involved, the resources utilized and the linkages in place are fully specified a priori since 

the first contacts between the company client and the consulting firm. These components 

(people and resources) are firstly specified and then mixed, matched and adjusted according 

to the customer’s features, the nature of the project and expertise required in order to ensure 

high customer satisfaction. The way components interact with each other depends upon 

strategically specified protocols, procedures, policies, contracts, language requirements, 

social formal and informal cultural requirements and so on and so forth. These interfaces are 

specified and standardized over a period of time and allow for substitutability of 

components and variations without involving a complete design change. 
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Obviously, in the service industry context the clear delimitation and definition of modules 

and processes (considering also social frameworks) are challenging and difficult to study 

systematically. This is the reason why in the management consulting industry control is 

handled through a system of sanctions and incentives that reflects the career path (i.e. up-or-

out) and employees are motivated towards achieving high performances through personal 

incentives.  

Also, the interactions between consultants and clients and among consultants themselves is 

not always easy to pre-define and fully control due to natural human factors intervening in 

the process. However, structured meetings, planned social events, IT systems allowing 

interactions, field trips to the company client, company vacations etc., are all systems that 

allow managerial levels to control social interactions and help towards sharing knowledge in 

a structured or semi-structured environment, thereby reducing subjectivity and the influence 

of unexpected variables.  

Observing the traditional management consulting business model it is possible to recognize 

many of the features characterizing the modularization approach, such as the centrality of 

managers as system designers, self-managing teams, the delimitation (where feasible) of 

processes, the definition of component interfaces, the benefits of mixing and matching 

components to serve a large number of customers and leverage variety. This observation is 

the result of the analysis of management consulting business models through the lenses of 

knowledge management and mass customization.  

According to this research, the shift towards more unbundled and modularized services 

depicted by the October 2013 issue of Harvard Business Review is partially invalid. In fact, 

as seen, in theoretical terms consulting services under knowledge management and mass 

customization perspectives are modularized in nature. Hence, the future of management 

consulting services is with regards to the understanding and exploitation (more than the 

exploration) of modularized systems and the measurement of degree of modularity 

embedded in the processes, in order to understand how to optimize resources and increase 

profitability. Furthermore, considering the lowering revenues due to the current market 

conditions (i.e. economic stagnation leading to lower number of clients able to afford a 

consulting project), the exploitation of modularization strategy could represent a way to 

reduce costs by optimizing resources and increase volumes by reducing speed to market.  
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2. WHAT’S NEXT: THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL PREDICTIONS FOR 
MODULARIZED CONSULTING SERVICES 

 
 

This project opens the door for further developments both under a theoretical and practical 

perspective.  

Once the natural presence and relevance of modularity within management consulting 

services is highlighted and accepted, it is time to understand what the predictions for the 

growth of consulting services are and what can be done in order to improve processes.  

Modularization allows for a more linear and defined organizational and operational structure 

within companies. An empirical study, which is strongly suggested, on an appropriate 

sample of consulting companies would analyze to what extent processes require to be re-

organized and how, and consequently develop a generalized optimized model for companies 

wanting to take more advantage of modularization. Once a theoretical organizational model 

is developed, consulting companies can explore traditional differentiation strategies based 

on postponement, re-sequencing and standardization. On this topic, as previously suggested, 

also an empirical study based on the Service Modularization Function (Voss and Hsuan 

2009) is recommended, in order to measure the degree of modularity and the following 

strategic implications.  

 

Obviously, cultural skepticism and inertia might interfere, especially considering the 

“billable hour” situation. Consultants are paid depending upon the amount of time (hours) 

required to deliver a solution to the business problem, and therefore speeding up processes 

might not seem an attractive solution under a profit perspective. On the other side, faster and 

more modular services mean also a broader customers’ portfolio and the opportunity to 

profit from a differentiated range of unconventional services, such as for example online 

“on the spot” consulting services or the sale of hard knowledge rather than soft.  

 

Besides, the modularization approach seems to be useful in terms of innovation 

management, since it helps the company in focusing on the core aspects of the business. In 

the case of management consulting it has been seen how innovation is pursued (primarily 

adding new practice areas) and it has also been assessed how this model is becoming 

obsolete and mature. These two approaches (focus on core versus adding extra business 
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fields) seem rather contrasting and for this reason it is recommended further research in the 

innovation management field in order to understand whether modularization-driven 

innovation can help consulting services in improving performance and perhaps lead to more 

specialized core services whilst keeping differentiation on the delivery modes. Yet, there is 

no one-size-fits-all approach, and also in this scenario companies need to understand the 

practical implications of all options.  

 

Summarizing, the main fields of investigation open seem to be the development of a more 

generalized structural model for consulting companies consciously exploiting a 

modularization strategy and the innovation management topic for consulting firms under a 

modularization perspective.  

In closing, the contribution of this project to the research field consists, as seen, in the 

partial invalidation of such predictions about a shift towards modularized consulting 

services. With regards to modularity literature, this project contributes to the field of service 

modularization, by proving the success and relevance of modularity approaches in one of 

the major service industries. Under a strategic managerial point of view, the demonstration 

of such theoretical connection helps in better defining processes, nodes and linkages within 

the company, leading to smoother activities, communication flows and more efficient 

processes, reducing subjectivity, increasing control and, most importantly, potentially 

ensuring long-term capabilities to adapt to economic conditions. 
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APPENDIX 
	  
	  
	  
Table	  1:	  The	  Four	  Approaches	  to	  Customization	  

	  
 
Source: Gilmore and Pine (1991) 
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Table 2: The management consulting business processes 
 

	  
 
Source: Kubr (2002) 
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